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Abstract 

Business processes describe a set of tasks for accomplishing business objectives of an 

organization. Business applications automate business processes to improve the productivity of 

business users. Nowadays, the business environment changes fast due to rapid market growth and 

technological innovations. Business processes are continuously updated to reflect new business 

initiatives. Business applications are frequently evolved to add features to meet new requirements 

and fix defects. Quite often, business processes and business applications evolve independently 

without direct reference to each other. Over time, it becomes more and more challenging to 

maintain the consistency between a business application and the corresponding business 

processes. Moreover, the existing development approaches rely on software developers‟ 

craftsmanship to design and implement business applications. Such a development paradigm is 

inefficient and leads to inconsistency between business processes and business applications. 

To facilitate the alignment between business applications and business processes, we present 

an approach that automatically generates software architecture and code skeletons of business 

applications from business processes. We identify architectural components from business 

processes by analyzing dependencies among tasks. To verify the achievement of quality 

requirements, we extend a set of existing product metrics to automatically evaluate the quality of 

the generated software architecture designs. Eventually, we apply refactoring strategies, such as 

software architectural styles or design patterns, to optimize the generated software architecture 

designs and resolve identified quality problems. Moreover, we also present an approach to 

automatically refine software architecture to design models and code skeletons of business 

applications. The effectiveness of our proposed approach is illustrated through case studies. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Business processes describe a set of tasks for accomplishing business objectives of an 

organization. Business applications provide automated support for business users to perform tasks 

and help improve the productivity of business users. In the business domain, business processes 

undergo constant changes due to the addition of new business requirements or business process 

optimization activities (e.g., removing bottlenecks and inconsistency). Business applications are 

also frequently updated to adapt technological advances and maintain the competitive edge of an 

organization. Quite often, business processes and business applications evolve independently 

without direct reference to each other. Over time, it becomes more and more challenging to 

maintain the consistency between business applications and business processes. As a 

consequence, it is reported that over 50% of business applications fail to address their 

corresponding business requirements [29]. 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Business Process 

Business processes are usually created by business analysts to improve the performance of an 

organization‟s businesses. Business processes describe activities, resources, and workers that 

produce products and services. Such descriptions provide fundamental support for business 

analysts to identify and remove defects of an organization‟s businesses. In addition, business 

processes facilitate business analysts to understand and analyze existing businesses of an 

organization and to design and test renewed businesses. 
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Figure 1-1: An example Product purchasing business process 

Typically, a business process is composed of a set of interrelated tasks which are joined 

together by data flows and control flow constructs. Data flows describe inputs into tasks and 

outputs generated from tasks. Data items are abstract representations of information flowed 

among tasks. Control flows specify valid execution orders of tasks. Control flow constructs 

specify the order (e.g., sequential, parallel, or alternative) of the execution of tasks. For instance, 

Figure 1-1 shows an example business process for purchasing products online. The business 

process consists of four tasks: Find product, Check product availability, Create order, and 

Deliver product. The task, Create order, is performed by customers to specify kinds and 

quantities of products that they want to purchase. The role, Customer, is an abstract 

representation of customers. The data item, Order, captures the output of the task. 

1.1.2 Software Architecture 

Software architecture is typically the first product in a software development process and captures 

high level design decisions. In light of this, software architecture is widely used to bridge the gap 

between business requirements specified in business processes and the implementation of the 

underlying business application. In the early design stage, software architecture serves as a means 

for documenting design decisions and enables the evaluation of quality attributes. In subsequent 

design stages, software architecture is used as a blueprint to guide system construction and 

composition. Software architecture is often described as a collection of components, connectors, 
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and constraints. A component captures a unit of functionality in a business application. 

Connectors describe the interactions and data transitions among components. Constraints specify 

properties and topologies of components and connectors. Figure 1-2 shows an example that 

describes the structure of a model-view-controller software architecture. The software 

architecture is composed of three correlated components, Model, View, and Controller, which are 

represented as boxes. Connectors among components are displayed as arrows. 

Controler

View Model

Direct interaction

Indirect interaction

Legends:

 

Figure 1-2: Example software architecture 

Designing software architecture typically consists of two steps: 1) identify functional 

components to fulfill functional requirements; and 2) apply design principles to address quality 

requirements. Functionality of a software system is often decomposed to architectural 

components in three ways:  

1) Functional decomposition recursively refines high-level functional requirements into a 

collection of more concrete functional requirements. Eventually, each software component 

captures one concrete functional requirement. 

2) Data oriented decomposition identifies a set of essential data structures from the 

requirements. Each software component is intended to implement one data structure. 
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3) Object oriented design combines both approaches by forming packages that are composed 

of data structures and their associated functions. Each package corresponds to one 

software component. 

Software architectural styles capture principles and best practices for designing software 

architecture. A software architectural style determines the vocabulary of components and 

connectors for describing the architecture of a family of software systems. Garlan and Shaw [28] 

and Buschmann et al. [40] summarize typical software architectural styles from different domains 

and describe the pros and cons of each software architectural style. During a software architecture 

design process, software architects choose appropriate software architectural styles by analyzing 

specified requirements and create software architecture using components and connectors defined 

in chosen software architectural styles. 

1.1.3 User Interface (UI) Design 

UIs of a business application provide an interactive environment for users to communicate with 

the business application. The design of UIs is often separated from the design of the software 

architecture of the business application for two reasons: 

1) The design of UIs usually starts earlier than the design of software architecture. UI 

prototyping is widely used as a requirement elicitation approach in the requirement 

analysis stage [68][87][124] whereas software architecture is typically designed during the 

design stage. 

2) UIs change more frequently than software architecture. To produce business applications 

with satisfactory usability, UIs should be designed in conformance with users‟ 

characteristics, capabilities, and expectations. However, the number of users of a business 

application is vast. Users often have diversified backgrounds. Therefore, it is difficult to 
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determine representative users of a business application. Even when representative users 

are determined, users may not be clear about their expectations and designers also have 

difficulty in understanding users‟ expectations [10]. Therefore, prototypes of UIs need to 

be iteratively tested and redesigned throughout the development process of a business 

application. Software architecture represents the gross structure of the business application 

and therefore is expensive to change once the development process launches. Once the 

design of software architecture is completed, little or no changes on the software 

architecture are expected in the subsequent development stages. 

UI design patterns capture principles and best practices of UI design. Two types of patterns 

are commonly used during the design of UIs: task patterns and usability patterns. A task pattern 

provides a template for implementing the UIs of a family of tasks. For instance, the Find task 

pattern [123] defines widgets for implementing tasks that encapsulate data inquiry operations. 

Usability patterns describe reusable solutions to address usability problems. For instance, the 

Forgiving Format pattern [69] helps to reduce error rates of end-users. 

1.2 Problem Definition 

Aligning business applications with business requirements has been a critical issue for 

organizations for almost three decades [58]. In the rapid changing business environment, business 

processes undergo constant changes and organizations need to swiftly adapt their business 

applications to maintain their competitive edge. However, existing software development 

processes suffer from a lack of agility to keep up with the pace of business changes. Mainstream 

design approaches [3][20][81] rely on software architects‟ craftsmanship to derive software 

architecture from business requirements based on their past experience. However, real-world, 

large scale business applications need to satisfy hundreds of business requirements that contain 
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numerous intrinsic dependencies [116]. Quite often, a manual design approach is inefficient and 

leads to inconsistency between business requirements and business applications. Moreover, 

limited techniques are available to evaluate the achievement of quality requirements in software 

architecture without the detailed designs and implementations [83]. In software industry, the 

degree to which a software system addresses quality requirements is often determined by testing 

implementations of the software system. The disadvantage of such an evaluation approach is that 

a large amount of effort is wasted in building system implementations without conformance with 

quality requirements. In addition, limited approaches are available to ensure that problems 

identified in the testing processes can be correctly addressed in the subsequent redesign activities. 

The usability of UIs of business applications is crucial for the survival of a business and its 

success. The key to attract customers is applications with high quality content, ease of use, quick 

response and frequent updates. However, usability engineering techniques are generally not used 

in practice because they are considered overwhelmingly complex, time-consuming, and 

expensive [63]. Consequently, studies indicate that the majority of business applications suffer 

from usability problems [2][98]. For example, applications often provide more functionalities 

than necessary. It may not be obvious for users to navigate through such UIs in order to fulfill 

business tasks. Approaches have been proposed for automating the design and implementation of 

UIs [61][88]. However, these approaches create the designs of the UIs from the perspectives of 

the software development domain. Without the consideration of users‟ capabilities and 

expectations, the UIs might not satisfy the usage patterns of business users. Therefore, it is crucial 

to provide an approach that incorporates users‟ requirements into the UI design process to support 

intensive interactions between users and business applications. 
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1.3 Challenges 

To facilitate the alignment between business requirements and business applications, we present 

an approach that automatically generates software architecture, UI designs, and code skeletons 

from business processes. In this thesis, we aim to address the following challenges: 

1) derive software architecture from business processes. To fulfill functional requirements, 

we need to identify the primary functionalities from business processes and model them as 

architectural components. Nevertheless, functionalities are specified by task names which 

are typically descriptive texts, such as Create customer order. Due to the lack of details, it 

becomes infeasible to identify primary functionalities by analyzing task names. Moreover, 

modularity plays a pervasive role in early design stages and determines the achievement 

of a wide spectrum of quality attributes including understandability, maintainability, and 

testability [121]. It is shown that modularity is primarily achieved during the creation of 

architectural components of a software system [23]. Functionalities can be distributed to 

architectural components in a variety of ways. Different distribution methods result in 

software architectures with different modularity. Hence, we need an approach to compare 

different distribution methods and choose an optimal one. However, the modularization of 

a software system can be considered as partitioning the graph that is composed of 

functionalities in the software system and their dependencies. Such a problem is known to 

be NP-hard. Therefore, it is not practical to exhaustively compare all possible 

modularization results. 

2) evaluate the quality of software architecture. It is widely recognized that quality 

requirements are primarily addressed during the design of software architecture. A variety 

of product and process metrics are proposed in the literature to evaluate quality attributes 
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of software systems. The majority of such metrics, such as line of code (LOC) and depth 

of inheritance tree (DIT) of classes, require detailed designs or source code of a software 

system. However, such detail information is not available at the architectural level. 

Therefore, these metrics cannot be directly used to assess software architecture. 

3) generate UIs from business processes. A necessary step in generating UIs is to determine 

functionalities of UIs in order to align business requirements specified in business 

processes with functionalities in UIs. Functionalities are specified by tasks in business 

processes. Nevertheless, the granularity of tasks generally varies considerably. For 

example, primitive tasks, such as Add product to shopping cart and Submit order 

represent the lowest level of detail. Other tasks may convey functional requirements that 

can be composed of a sequence of primitive tasks. Hence, it is not feasible to produce a UI 

window for every individual task. In addition, usability of UIs is crucial to the success of a 

business application. The focus of usability evaluation is to determine optimal layouts of 

UIs [96] that are computed by analyzing properties (e.g., size and position) of widgets in 

UIs. However, business processes are created by business analysts in the business domain 

and do not contain artifacts for implementing functionalities or UIs of the business 

application. To generate UIs with specified usability features, an approach to identify 

widgets of UIs from business processes is in demand. 

1.4 Solution 

Business processes describe daily work rhythms within an organization and encapsulate 

functional requirements of business applications. Tasks and data items in business processes 

convey low level details of functionalities and data structures. In this thesis, we strive to address 
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the challenges in aligning business applications with business requirements by analyzing business 

processes. More specifically, the major contributions of our research include: 

1) automatically derive the functional software architecture of a business application from 

business processes. We group functionally similar tasks to specify functionalities for 

architectural components. Functionalities of a business application are specified by tasks 

in business processes. Tasks for fulfilling the same functionality are tightly coupled to 

each other. Hence, we analyze tasks and data items defined in business processes to 

identify the internal structures of components and connectors. Clustering is a technique to 

group entities in such a way that entities within a group are more similar to each other 

than entities in different groups. In software engineering, clustering techniques are 

commonly used to modularize a software system by grouping functionally similar artifacts 

(e.g., procedures or objects). In our work, we apply clustering algorithms to produce 

groups of functionally similar tasks. 

2) evaluate quality attributes of software architecture by analyzing properties of tasks and 

data items in business processes. In our generated software architecture, the functionality 

of a component is specified by a set of tasks, data items and their interactions derived 

from business processes. We extend a collection of existing product metrics using the 

properties of tasks and data items to assess the quality attributes of the software 

architecture. For instance, we evaluate the dependency strength among architectural 

components by analyzing task transitions across architectural components. 

3) automatically generate UIs with specified usability features from business processes. 

Instead of considering every task as delivering individual functional requirements, we 

analyze data dependencies among tasks and data items in the business processes to group 
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tasks into functional segments. A functional segment captures a functional requirement to 

be implemented by a UI window. We propose a set of segmentation rules that group 

relevant tasks and data into meaningful functional segments. In addition, we use a 

collection of intermediate UI models with increasing details to bridge the gap between 

business processes and UI code skeletons. We define model transformation rules to 

automatically generate UI models and code skeletons. To generate UIs with desired 

usability features, we interpret usability requirements to model constraints and use the 

identified model constraints to guide the generation of UI models and code skeletons. 

1.5 Thesis Overview 

The remaining chapters of this thesis are organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 introduces existing work related to our approach. 

Chapter 3 gives a brief overview of our approach for aligning business applications with business 

requirements. 

Chapter 4 describes our method for generating functional software architecture designs from 

business processes. 

Chapter 5 presents our approach for optimizing the quality of the generated software architecture 

designs. 

Chapter 6 introduces our approach for generating UIs from business processes. 

Chapter 7 depicts our approach for incorporating usability requirements into the UI generation 

process. 

Chapter 8 gives a brief introduction of our prototype tools. 

Chapter 9 presents case studies that evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of our approach. 

Chapter 10 concludes this thesis and proposes our future work.  
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Chapter 2 

Related Work 

In this chapter, we give a brief overview of existing work related to our research. More 

specifically, our work is related to three major areas, namely, software architecture generation, 

software architecture evaluation and optimization, and UI development and optimization. 

2.1 Software Architecture Generation 

2.1.1 Bridging the Gap between Requirements and Software Architecture 

Although the conceptual differences between requirements and software architecture are well 

understood and articulated, evolving and elaborating requirements to a viable software 

architecture satisfying those requirements remains a challenging task in software engineering. 

Mainstream design approaches [43][137] rely on software architects to decompose requirements 

to architectural components by analyzing functionalities, data structures, and objects specified in 

requirements. However, business requirements evolve frequently due to rapid changes in the 

business environment. Manual software architecture design approaches are inefficient in 

addressing rapid changing business requirements and lead to inconsistency between business 

requirements and business applications. A variety of approaches have been presented to address 

changes in requirements during software architecture design. Some researchers try to address the 

problem by introducing synchronization steps into the software architecture design process. For 

example, Nuseibeh [8] adapts the spiral life cycle model to incrementally develop software 

architecture and synchronize software architecture with requirements. Greunbacher et al. [112] 

enhance Nuseibeh‟s approach by providing an intermediate model to assist the synchronization of 

software architecture and requirements. However, little support is available to assist software 
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architects deriving architectural components from requirements in these approaches. Other 

researchers present pattern based approaches to guide software architects deriving software 

architecture from requirements. Jackson [95] uses problem frames to record typical system 

partitions in different domains. The created problem frames are then used to guide software 

architects creating software architecture from requirements. Fowler [89] presents a collection of 

analysis patterns to help software architects analyzing requirements and constructing architectural 

components. An analysis pattern reflects a conceptual structure (e.g., Customer and Accounting) 

of business processes. Problem frames and analysis patterns keep knowledge in requirement 

analysis and provide helpful guidance for software architects to construct software architecture. 

However, dramatic effort is required to build collections of problem frames and analysis patterns 

before these approaches can be used. In addition, problem frames and analysis patterns are 

created and used by software architects based on their knowledge and past experience. Hence, the 

effectiveness of these approaches depends heavily on the expertise of software architects. In our 

work, we present an approach that automatically generates software architecture from business 

processes. When business processes are changed, we can easily reconcile business processes and 

software architecture with the assistance of our proposed approach. 

2.1.2 Software Clustering 

Clustering is a technique for grouping objects in such a way that intra-group dependency is high 

and inter-group dependency is low. Clustering is widely used in a variety of disciplines (e.g., 

image processing, information retrieval, and pattern recognition) to address a wide spectrum of 

problems. In the software engineering domain, clustering is often used to facilitate the 

modularization of software systems. For instance, Neighbors [75] presented a clustering approach 

to form subsystems by grouping tightly coupled components. Coupling among components are 
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evaluated by analyzing static and dynamic interconnections among components. Anquetil and 

Lethbridge [102] proposed an approach to extract subsystems by grouping source files of a 

software system. The authors assess dependencies among source files by comparing names of 

source files. Hutchens and Basili [35] performed clustering to identify subsystems based on data 

interactions among procedures. Tzerpos and Holt presented a collection of subsystem patterns 

and proposed an ACDC algorithm to produce decompositions of a software system by applying 

these subsystem patterns [133]. Mancoridis et al. [126] applied genetic algorithms to partition 

software systems and optimize modularity of software systems. Different from our proposed 

approach, these approaches take existing code or documentations as input and produce software 

architecture designs for legacy systems. Our proposed approach generates software architecture 

designs for new business applications from requirements encapsulated in business processes. 

Lung et al. [26] use clustering techniques to decompose requirements to subsystems. The 

authors manually identify dependencies among requirements and apply the hierarchical 

agglomerative clustering method to produce a hierarchy of clusters. However, the approach does 

not consider quality requirements. In our approach, we reuse business processes in the business 

domain as inputs and automatically generate software architecture designs with desired quality. 

2.1.3 Business Driven Development (BDD) 

Business requirements change fast due to rapid market growth and technological advances. 

Existing software development processes lack the agility required to keep up with market trends 

and competition. BDD improves the agility of business application development by using 

business processes to model business requirements and guide the development process. Mitra 

[128] illuminated essential tenets of BDD and described an overview of steps involved in a BDD 

process. However, little guidance is provided for software architects to convert business processes 
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to business applications. In [57], Koehler et al. classified business processes to analysis models 

and design models. Analysis models are created by business analysts to describe activities for 

accomplishing business requirements. Design models are derived from analysis models to support 

the development and integration of business applications. The presented approach focuses on 

transformations among business processes and relies on software architects to map business 

processes to components (or services). Inaganti and Behara [125] presented a service 

identification approach to map business processes to components (or services) of business 

applications. In the presented approach, software architects manually adjust and map tasks in 

business processes to establish one-to-one mappings between tasks and existing business 

applications. Such a manual approach works well for small scale business applications but is 

inefficient for large scale business applications. Zimmermann et al. [109] proposed a semi-

automatic approach that uses reusable architectural decision models to bridge the gap between 

business processes and business applications. Architectural decision models are represented as 

decision trees. Components can be identified by trimming created decision trees. However, 

decision trees for large business applications are quite large and difficult to understand and use. 

Our proposed approach automatically generates software architecture designs from business 

processes. Results of our proposed approach can be used as blueprints to guide the subsequent 

design and development activities. 

2.2 Software Architecture Evaluation and Optimization 

2.2.1 Software Architecture Analysis 

Software architecture analysis is essential to determine the extent to which a software architecture 

design meets specified quality requirements. However, such an analysis is difficult for two 

reasons: 1) high level quality requirements are often tentative and contradictory and 2) it is 
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difficult to measure quality attributes due to the lack of low level details. A great deal of effort 

has been devoted to help software architects clarifying quality requirements. For instance, 

standards, such as ISO 9126 [54] and ISO/IEC 14598 [51], are presented to guide the 

specification of quality requirements. Mylopoulos et al. [60] proposed a non-functional 

requirement (NFR) framework that prompts the use of soft-goals to represent quality 

requirements and guide software design activities. The NFR framework is used and validated in 

many different systems [82][84][85][140]. In our work, we also use the NFR framework to 

specify application specific quality requirements. 

The fitness of a software architecture design is often evaluated by two categories of 

approaches: quantitative measurement and qualitative analysis. The software metric community 

has presented numerous product metrics [45][73][104][126] to quantify the quality of a software 

design. However, the majority of these metrics requires code level artifacts or detailed designs. 

Due to the lack of such low level details, quantitative measurement approaches are rarely used in 

the design of software architecture. Recent efforts toward software architecture evaluation are 

focused on using scenarios [83][117][118] to qualitatively detect pitfalls of software architecture 

designs. However, these techniques rely on evaluators‟ manual work to evaluate software 

architecture designs and are expensive in an iterative design process. In our generated software 

architecture, components are described using data items and tasks derived from business 

processes. We adapt existing software metrics to automatically assess software architecture 

designs using properties of tasks and data items. Our approach reduces the cost of designing 

software architecture by automatically generating software architecture with desired quality 

attributes from business processes. 

2.2.2 Software Architectural Styles and Frameworks 
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Software architectural styles provide reusable solutions to resolve problems during software 

architecture design. A software architectural style defines the vocabulary of components and 

connectors for describing the software architecture of a family of software systems. Garlan and 

Shaw [28] and Buschmann [40] summarized common paradigms in software architecture design 

and presented a number of software architectural styles. Software architectural styles provide 

significant support for software architects to address quality requirements. However, little support 

is provided to assist software architects comparing and choosing software architectural styles with 

respect to requirements. To address this problem, Klein et al. [99] correlate software architectural 

styles to quality models to assist software architects qualitatively compare and choose software 

architectural styles. Chung et al. [82] present a goal model based approach to qualitatively 

evaluate contributions of various software architectural styles to specified quality requirements. 

These approaches are demonstrated to be effective in addressing quality requirements. However, 

little effort is devoted to help software architects modularizing functionalities in requirement 

specifications. Our proposed approach automatically generates software architecture designs with 

desirable quality attributes from business processes. We analyze dependencies among tasks to 

derive architectural components from business processes and apply software architectural styles 

to optimize the quality of the generated software architecture. 

Software architecture frameworks provide structured and systematic approaches for designing 

software architecture. Software architecture frameworks use views to represent different 

perspectives of a software architecture design and provide solutions to a wide spectrum of 

software architecture design problems. Software architecture frameworks, such as the Open 

Distributed Processing–Reference Model (RM-ODP) [52] and the 4+1 View Model [113], 

emphasize on software architecture design and provide support for software architecture 
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modeling and analysis. The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF) [132], the 

Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF) [130], and the Federal Enterprise 

Architecture Framework (FEAF) [5] focus on enterprise architecture design and provide support 

for facilitating the definition, understanding and standardization of software architecture design 

activities in an enterprise. A major problem of software architecture frameworks is that they put 

little attention on the description of design rationales. Hence, it is difficult to verify result 

software architecture designs. In addition, designing software architecture is still costly since 

software architects need to manually derive architectural components from requirements in these 

frameworks. In our proposed approach, we combine clustering techniques and software 

architectural styles to automatically generate software architecture with desired quality attributes. 

Design rationales are encapsulated in clustering algorithms and transformation rules in the 

generation process. Hence, our proposed approach can help to reduce the cost of software 

architecture design and provides support for the analysis and verification of generated software 

architecture designs. 

2.3 UI Development and Optimization 

2.3.1 UI Development Approaches 

UIs offer an environment for people to communicate with software applications. A graphical user 

interface (or GUI) is a kind of UIs that takes advantage of graphical images and widgets to make 

programs easier to use. Widgets are graphical elements that are designed following the WIMP 

(windows, icons, menus and pointing devices) paradigm [88]. Common widgets include 

windows, menus, buttons, boxes, scroll bars and icons. In our work, we leverage widgets 

provided by the Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP) to implement UIs. 
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UIs are hard to develop by nature [6]. One of the major problems is that UI developers cannot 

accurately comprehend domain tasks and end users‟ needs. User centered design (UCD) and task 

analysis are two ways that are commonly used to improve the understanding of domain tasks and 

end users‟ needs. UCD is a design approach in which end users are actively involved in the 

design and evaluation of UIs [18]. A typical UCD process starts from a thorough understanding 

of end users and the selection of a group of representative users. However, such a goal is often 

difficult to achieve in practice. End users of a business application may be composed of people 

with diversified backgrounds and scatter over the world. In addition, the body of end users of a 

business application is usually huge and cannot be fully determined before the development of the 

business application. Therefore, UCD is not often used in practice [79]. Task analysis is a process 

to determine the way in which interactive tasks are accomplished by end users. Task analysis 

typically results in a task model that describes goals of end users, elements for accomplishing 

interactive tasks, and temporal relationships among interactive tasks. Limbourg et al. [115] 

presented a review of common task analysis approaches. However, these task analysis approaches 

rely on developers to manually create task models. Real life, large scale business applications 

consist of hundreds or thousands of interrelated tasks. A manual task analysis approach is 

inefficient and error prone in understanding end users‟ needs for these business applications. In 

our work, we design heuristic rules to automatically analyze business processes and derive task 

models. Our proposed approach improves the productivity and reduces the cost of UI 

development. 

Another problem is that UIs are complex to develop. Traditionally, UI development is treated 

as a creative activity rather than a systematic engineering process. In many interactive systems, 

UIs are the major reason of complexity. Traditional UI development approaches are time-
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consuming and expensive. Studies show that about 50% of the development time is spent in the 

developent of UIs [11]. To improve the efficiency of UI development, UI design tools and 

generation approaches are presented. There are two types of UI design tools: UI builders and UI 

management systems (UIMSs). UI builders are provided in many mainstream integrated 

development environments (IDEs) [105][135] and provide toolkits to assist developers to design 

the appearance of UIs. Little support is provided for constructing the controller between UIs and 

the remainder of an application in a UI builder. UIMSs [31][86] provide means for constructing 

both the appearance and the controller of an application. However, UIMSs require developers to 

construct addition models beyond normal programming languages and are considered 

cumbersome. Hence, UIMSs are rarely used in industrial environment. Numerous UI generation 

approaches have also been proposed. Typical automatic UI generation approaches include model 

based user interface development (MB-UID) [46] and UML based UI prototyping. These 

approaches can automatically generate UIs from pre-defined UI models. However, the creation of 

initial UI models and the usability evaluation of generated UIs are conducted by end users and 

domain experts. Such human centric UI modeling and evaluation approaches are still inefficient. 

In our work, we automatically generate UI models from business processes and transform UI 

models to UI code skeletons. Furthermore, we apply UI design guidelines and patterns to guide 

model transformations to generate UIs in conformance with end users‟ expectations. 

2.3.2 Usability Evaluation 

Usability measures the effort required to understand and use an interactive application. The 

success of an interactive application has heavy dependence on the usability of its UIs [33]. 

Surveys [91][114] show that UIs with poor usability are the major causes of frustration.  
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A great deal of effort has been devoted to the development of UIs with desired usability. Gajos 

et. al. treated UI generation as an optimization problem and presented a rendering algorithm to 

generate UIs with the minimal user effort [78]. Sottet et. al. proposed an approach for preserving 

usability during UI adaption [76]. The presented approach stands for the use of advisor tools and 

abstracts model transformations to two types of transformation models: predictive models and 

descriptive models. Predictive models can reform UI models without ambiguity (e.g. f(x)=x+2). 

Descriptive models are qualifiers (e.g. f(x)>x). The reservation of usability is achieved by well 

designed transformation models. In our work, we incorporate usability requirements into model 

based UI design and automatically generate UI models and code skeletons from business 

processes. In addition, we leverage usability goal graphs to represent users‟ usability expectations 

and guide the UI generation process. Eventually, we can automatically generate UIs with desired 

usability features from business processes. 

A variety of usability evaluation methods have also been presented to identify usability 

problems in designed UIs. Ivory and Hearst [101] classified usability evaluation methods to five 

categories:  

1) Usability testing: Evaluators determine usability problems by observing users‟ interactions 

with UIs. User testing approaches [1][67][71] provide trusty evaluation of the usability of 

UIs since evaluators assess usability through samples of real users. However, it is difficult 

to select a correct sample of real users and the establishment of a testing environment is 

expensive. In addition, these approaches can only be applied after UIs or prototypes of UIs 

are developed. 

2) Usability inspection: Evaluators examine UIs with respect to their conformance to 

predefined criteria, guidelines, or heuristics. Inspection approaches [39][66][138] do not 
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involve users nor require any equipments. Hence, inspection approaches can be applied 

from early stages of UI design and are widely used in industrial environments. However, 

these approaches are subjective and rely heavily on skills of evaluators. 

3) Usability inquiry: Evaluators identify usability problems using inquiry methods, such as 

interviews, surveys, and questionnaires, to gather feedback from users. Inquiry approaches 

[12][56][131] can only be applied after UIs or prototypes of UIs are developed too. The 

cost of inquiry approaches varies based on the number of users involved in the evaluation 

process.  

4) Analytical modeling: Evaluators predict usability of UIs by analyzing user models and 

interface models. A number of modeling approaches [13][59][100] have been presented to 

model user preferences and actions, interactive tasks, and structures of UIs. Analytical 

modeling approaches can be applied in early stages of UI design. Nevertheless, 

considerable effort is required to construct models. 

5)  Simulation: Evaluators mimic interactions between users and UIs in artificial settings and 

report results of the interactions. Simulation approaches [37][44] provide automated 

support for usability evaluation. Evaluators can run simulation with different parameters 

and observe responses of UIs. However, the establishment of the simulation environment 

is costly and time-consuming. 

In our work, we present an approach that automatically generates UIs from business processes. 

Moreover, we create goal graphs to map users‟ preferences to constraints on UI models and 

automatically evaluate the usability of generated UIs. 

2.3.3 UI Design Guidelines and Patterns 
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Capturing UI design knowledge is essential to help developers to make right design decisions 

during UI design. UI design guidelines and patterns are two commonly used approaches for 

recording and consolidating UI design knowledge. UI design guidelines describe UI design 

principles, rules and recommendations for improving usability [22]. UI design guidelines can be 

found in many different formats, ranging from books [27][62][64][139], organizational style 

guides, to ISO standards [55]. These guidelines cover all aspects of UI design, such as features, 

styles, look and feel, and code structure, on various platforms. UI guidelines are usually applied 

in two steps: 1) a collection of UI guidelines are chosen by analyzing requirements of a business 

application and 2) interpret chosen UI guidelines to application specific rules or constraints. The 

accomplishment of both of the two steps involves numerous subjective judgments. Moreover, 

applying UI design guidelines is time-consuming and labor intensive due to the large amount of 

available UI guidelines and the vagueness inherent in abstract descriptions of UI design 

guidelines. 

UI design patterns are presented to resolve the problems of UI guidelines. UI design patterns 

record reusable solutions of recurring problems during UI design. Beside design knowledge, UI 

design patterns also provide descriptions of design problems, rationales, and typical examples so 

that designers can apply patterns accurately. In addition, a pattern may be implemented by a 

number of other patterns. As a result, UI patterns can be organized to a hierarchy structure similar 

to class diagrams. Designers can easily find required patterns following relations between them. 

A variety of UI design patterns and pattern based UI design approaches are presented in literature 

[32][69][92]. As shown in these approaches, UI design patterns provide better guidance for the 

design of UIs than UI design guidelines do. Nevertheless, UI design patterns lack definition of 

low level details of UI designs such as widget selections and window layouts. For example, a 
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Searching [92] pattern defines that a Find task will be implemented by input fields, buttons, and 

output fields. But an input field can have multiple implementations such as a text field, a combo 

box or a check box. The definition of the Searching pattern doesn‟t have formal description about 

how it is implemented on a specific platform. Therefore, UI design patterns cannot totally replace 

UI design guidelines. In our work, we use both UI design guidelines and UI design patterns to 

guide the generation of UIs. We apply UI design patterns to determine contents of windows and 

use UI design guidelines to guide the selection of widgets and window layouts. 

2.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we review existing work related to software architecture generation, software 

architecture evaluation and optimization, and UI development and optimization. In addition, we 

also highlight our contributions in these areas by comparing our approach with existing work. 
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Chapter 3 

Overview of Our Approach 
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Figure 3-1: Business process driven business application generation 

Figure 3-1 gives an overview of our approach that generates business applications from business 

processes. The generation process consists of four major steps: 1) analyzing business processes to 

extract the artifacts relevant to tasks and their dependencies; 2) generating functional software 

architecture to fulfill functional requirements specified in business processes; 3) optimizing the 

generated software architecture to address quality requirements; and 4) generating UI designs and 

code skeletons from software architecture. 

3.1 Analyzing Business Processes 

Business processes are typically described with diagrammatic modeling techniques. Such 

techniques allow business analysts to discuss and validate business processes with users who are 

often not willing to invest their time in understanding complex representations. A variety of 

techniques have been proposed to model business processes. BPM languages, such as integrated 

definition methods (IDEF) [119], business process modeling notation (BPMN) [14], and business 

process execution language (BPEL) [16], define standard notations to represent entities in 

business processes. To provide a generic solution to handle business processes described in 

different languages, we create a meta-model to capture commonalities among these BPM 

languages as shown in Figure 3-4. Figure 3-2 illustrates a business process for purchasing books 
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online. A task represents a primitive activity that accomplishes a business objective. The 

specification of a task consists of an action and a number of pins that represent data flows among 

tasks. The action of a task is often designated by the name of the task using a descriptive text, 

such as Sign in account and Find book. We classify tasks into three categories according to their 

functionalities: 

 Human tasks are interacted with users to take a user's inputs and display the results of a 

user's requests. The roles of human tasks are often human, such as Customer; 

 Automatic tasks carry out the computation. The role of automatic tasks is often software 

components or devices.  

 Data-access tasks are special case of automatic tasks and encapsulate the operations for 

database manipulation such as Insert, Update, Query, and Delete. 
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Figure 3-2: The Purchase book business process 

Input pins hold input data used by the task. Output pins hold output data of the task. For 

instance, the task, Find book, receives the data item, BookInfo, from its input pin and returns the 

data item, Book, through its output pin. A data model is used to describe structures of data items 

and dependencies among them. A data item contains a set of attributes of various types, such as 
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primitive types (e.g., String, Integer, or Float) or user defined types. For instance, Figure 3-3 

shows the definition of the data item, Order (shown in Figure 3-2), and the attributes of the data 

item. A data item can also inherit attributes from other data items. 

Order

-orderID: String

-salesChannel: String

-customerProfile:CustomerProfile

-orderItems:OrderItem[]

-paymentInformation:PaymentInformation

CustomerProfile

OrderItem

PaymentInformation

 

Figure 3-3: The definition of the data item, Order 
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Figure 3-4: The meta-model for business processes 

A data item can be transferred between tasks or between a task and an external entity (e.g., 

user or device) in the operational environment. An inter-task data interaction happens when the 

output data item of a task is served as the input data item of another task. Environment-task data 

interaction occurs when a data item is passed between a task and the operational environment of 

the task. A variety of data items can be exchanged between tasks and the operational 

environment. For instance, a task might accept requests from users, send a surface mail to users, 

retrieve data from an external database, or download data from an external server. 
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Control flows specify execution orders of tasks. The control flow of a business process can 

contain four types of control flow constructs: Sequence, Loop, Alternative, and Parallel. Tasks in 

a sequence are accomplished one after another. A loop is composed of a set of tasks executed 

iteratively. Alternative allows one execution path to be chosen from multiple possible execution 

paths with respect to the output of the preceding task, the value of a data item, or the result of a 

user decision. A parallel defines multiple execution paths that can be executed simultaneously. 

Roles specify subjects that perform tasks in order to accomplish business objectives. A role 

can be a software component, a device, or an abstract representation of a category of users that 

have common responsibilities. Responsibilities or services of a role are specified by the 

associated tasks. For example shown in Figure 3-2, the role, Customer, performs all tasks in the 

example business process except the task, Validate payment information. 

3.2 Generating Functional Software Architecture 

In a business process specification, tasks specify functionalities of the underlying business 

application and data items designate data structures of the business application. To fully use the 

information encapsulated in business processes, we apply clustering techniques to analyze data 

interactions specified in the business processes and produce clusters of data items with strong 

dependencies. Each cluster aggregates data items to data groups with different levels of 

granularity and inter-dependencies. We choose a set of data groups with satisfactory modularity 

to form sketches of architectural components. To describe functionalities for components, we 

assign tasks specified in business processes to data groups by analyzing the dependency strength 

between tasks and data groups. Eventually, we produce a functional software architecture that is 

described as a set of connected software components. The functionality of a software component 

is described using data items and tasks in business processes. Our proposed approach provides 
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automated support to help software architects to analyze dependencies among tasks and improves 

the consistency between business requirements and business applications. 

3.3 Optimizing Software Architecture 

To generate software architecture with desired quality attributes, we need to evaluate the quality 

of generated software architecture and provide mechanisms to resolve identified quality 

problems. 

Quality attributes can be measured by software product metrics which require the details of 

software artifacts, such as lines of code and the number of method calls. However, these software 

artifacts are usually not available in the software architecture design stage. In our generated 

software architecture, components are described using data items and tasks derived from business 

processes. Definitions of data items encapsulate data structures of components. Tasks and 

transitions among tasks convey functionalities as well as control and data dependencies among 

components. Moreover, dependencies among tasks and roles indicate the interactions between 

various users and components. With the information embedded in tasks and data items, we extend 

existing product metrics to assess quality attributes of software architecture. 

When quality problems are identified in the evaluation process, we choose appropriate 

software architectural styles or design patterns to optimize the generated software architecture 

designs. Mainstream design approaches [20][81] rely on software architects to manually 

restructure the software architecture to apply software architectural styles or design patterns. Such 

a manual optimization approach is inefficient and error prone. In our work, we define 

transformation rules to describe refactoring operations and perform the defined transformation 

rules to automatically restructure software architecture. 
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3.4 Generating UI Designs and Code Skeletons 

To reduce the development and maintenance effort of a business application, we present an 

approach that automatically generates designs and code skeletons from business processes. 

However, business processes do not contain enough information to produce designs and code. For 

example, a business process does not describe the threading model or the database schemas to be 

used in the implementation. We use intermediate models with increasing details towards the final 

code to bridge the gap between business processes and code. In addition, we use model 

transformation techniques to automatically generate and synchronize intermediate models and 

code. In this thesis, we use the generation of UI designs and code skeletons as an example to 

demonstrate our approach. 

3.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we give an overview of the major steps in our approach and discuss how we 

address challenges presented in Section 1.3. 
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Chapter 4 

Generating Functional Software Architecture 

To facilitate the alignment of business requirements with business applications, we propose an 

approach that automatically generates functional software architecture from business processes. 

We apply clustering algorithms to automatically group functionally similar tasks and distribute 

functionalities to architectural components. In the following sections, we first give an overview of 

clustering algorithms and then describe our approach for generating architectural components and 

their interactions. 

4.1 An Overview of Clustering Algorithms 

Clustering algorithms group entities with strong dependencies to form clusters. Similarity 

measures evaluate the strength of dependencies between entities by assessing the number of 

common features or connections between entities. For example, the unbiased Ellenberg measure 

[107] evaluates the degree of similarity between components by calculating the percentage of 

common features shared by both components, such as data members, previous components, and 

subsequent components. 
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k is the number of clusters. Ai assesses to intra-connectivity and Ei,j evaluates inter-connectivity. μi is the sum 

of connections between entities within the cluster Ci. εi,j is the sum of connections between entities in the 

cluster Ci and entities in the cluster Cj. Ni and Nj are  the number of entities in the cluster Ci and the cluster Cj 

respectively.
 

Partitional algorithms [127] and hierarchical algorithms [24][25][35][102][108] are two 

categories of commonly used clustering algorithms to group entities using similarity measures. 
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More specifically, partitional algorithms define heuristics to optimize a set of initial clusters 

which can be a set of randomly grouped entities or the result of other clustering algorithms. For 

example, Mancoridis et al. [126] generate initial clusters by randomly grouping a set of entities, 

and then apply hill climbing algorithms and genetic algorithms to optimize the initial clusters 

using the modularization quality (MQ) metric. The MQ metric measures the cohesion and 

coupling of software components by evaluating inter-connectivity between components and intra-

connectivity within components. The definition of MQ is shown in equation (4-1). In general, the 

value of the MQ metric is bounded between -1 and 1. -1 means that a software system has no 

cohesion and 1 means that the software system has no coupling. Neither of the extreme values 

can be achieved in practical software systems. The exact range of the MQ value is determined by 

the intrinsic dependencies within a software system. If requirements have strong dependencies to 

each other, the MQ value tends close to -1. If requirements can be divided into multiple 

independent groups, the MQ value tends close to 1.  

Agglomerative algorithms and divisive algorithms are hierarchical algorithms which form a 

hierarchy of clusters. Agglomerative algorithms are bottom-up approaches that generate clusters 

by grouping entities in the lowest level of the granularity and moving up to coarser grained 

entities in a stepwise fashion. Divisive algorithms are top-down approaches that produce clusters 

by gradually dividing the coarser grained entities into more fine grained entities. Using an 

agglomerative algorithm, the most similar pair of entities is selected to form a new cluster. When 

more than two entities have the same similarity, the algorithm makes arbitrary decisions by 

randomly merging two entities. However, arbitrary decisions are harmful to clustering quality and 

should be avoided in the clustering process [4]. The weighted combined algorithm (WCA) [107] 

is used to reduce arbitrary decisions and information loss. A study [108] shows that clustering 
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results of WCA are more consistent with expert decompositions than other hierarchical 

algorithms. Therefore, we choose to use WCA to produce software architecture in conformance 

with the one designed by software architects. 
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Figure 4-1: The p1: Purchase book business process 

4.2 Generating Components 

In this section, we describe our approach for generating components. We first identify data 

groups that form data structures of components and then assign tasks to components to specify 

operations on data structures. 

4.2.1 Grouping Data Items 

To improve the cohesion within a software component, we strive to identify strongly inter-

dependent data items to form the data structure used in a component. To analyze the 

dependencies among data items, we create a data dependency graph to analyze data flows within 

business processes. Essentially, a data dependency graph contains a set of nodes and connectors. 

A node denotes a data item in a business process. A connector represents a transition from an 

input data item to a task to an output data item from the task. For example shown in Figure 4-1, 

the data item, d2:BookInfo is the input data item of the task, t3: Find book; and the data item, 
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d3:Book, is the output from the task. Therefore, a connector is created between data items, d2 and 

d3. Figure 4-2 illustrates the data dependency graph generated from the example business process. 

data data transition

d1: CustomerProfile

d2: BookInfo d3: Book d4: Order

Legends:

 

Figure 4-2: The example data dependency graph 

DataDependency=<PreviousDataItem, SubsequentDataItem, ContainingBusinessProcess>; 

PreviousDataItem =<d1, d2, …, dm>; 

SubsequentDataItem =<d1, d2, …, dm>; 

ContainingBusinessProcess =<p1, p2, …, pv>; 

Subscripts m and v are the number of data items and business processes respectively. 

Figure 4-3: The format of data dependency vectors 

We conduct cluster analysis on the data items in a data dependency graph. In particular, we 

choose the WCA clustering algorithm to reduce arbitrary decisions. The WCA algorithm 

produces a number of data groups at different levels of granularity. To select an optimal grouping 

result, we use the MQ metric to evaluate the quality of data groups. We aim to achieve high 

cohesion within a data group and low coupling among data groups. The MQ metric only concerns 

direct dependencies among components. Therefore, we analyze dependencies among data items 

and their adjacent data items and do not consider transitivity of dependencies. 

To group data items, we examine three features of data items for describing dependencies of a 

data item: previous data items, subsequent data items, and the containing business processes. 

These features are organized as a dependency vector (i.e., DataDependency shown in Figure 4-3), 

which consists of three data components: PreviousDataItem, SubsequentDataItem, and 
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ContainingBusinessProcess. Furthermore, each data component in a dependency vector is also 

defined as a vector. More specifically, PreviousDataItem for a current data item is represented as 

PreviousDataItem =<d1, d2, …, di, …, dm>, where di represents one data item defined in a business 

process, and m is the total number of data items defined in the business processes. di is set to 1 

when di is the incoming data item of the current data item. Otherwise, di is set to 0. Similarly, the 

SubsequentDataItem vector marks the data items that appear as the outgoing data items of the 

current data item as 1. The ContainingBusinessProcess vector, i.e., <p1, p2, …, pi,…, pv>, 

represents a collection of business processes that need to be implemented in a business 

application. v is the total number of business processes.  pi refers to a business process. It is set to 

1 when pi uses the current data item; otherwise, pi is set to 0. For example, Table 4-1 illustrates 

the values of the vectors for the data dependency graph shown in Figure 4-2. Each row in the 

table represents a dependency vector of a data item. For example shown in Figure 4-2, the data 

item, d1: CustomerProfile, has no previous data item, one subsequent item, d4: Order, and one 

containing business process, p1: Purchase book. Therefore, we set d4 in the SubsequentDataItem 

vector and p1 in the ContainingBusinessProcess vector of d1 to 1 illustrated in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1: The data dependency table 

 PreviousDataItem SubsequentDataItem ContainingBusinessProcess 

Data item d1 d2 d3 d4 d1 d2 d3 d4 p1 

d1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

d2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

d3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

d4 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 
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Figure 4-4: The process for calculating similarity 
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Given two data items Dx and Dy (x≠y), Ma denotes the sum of features that present for both data items. b represents 

the number of features that presents for Dx and absent for Dy. c represents the number of  features that present for 

Dy and absent for Dx.
 

Using the data dependency table, we evaluate the similarities among data items using the 

unbiased Ellenberg measure which computes the degree of the similarity of two data items by 

evaluating the percentage of common features (i.e., previous data items, subsequent data items, or 

containing business processes). The definition of the unbiased Ellenberg measure is shown in 

equation (4-2) [107]. For example, we demonstrate the calculation of the similarity between d3 

and d4 in Figure 4-4. d3 and d4 are two feature vectors whose values are adapted from Table 4-1. 

The similarities among any pair of data items in the example business process shown in Figure 

4-1 are illustrated in Table 4-2. The more common features the two data item present, the more 

similar they are. 

Using the similarities of any pairs of data items, we iteratively cluster data items using the five 

steps listed in Figure 4-5. 
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1) Initialize each data item as a data group; 

2) Merge the two data groups that have the highest similarity value to form a new data group. For example, we 

choose d1 and d3 to create DataGroup <1> shown in Figure 4-6 (a); 

3) Calculate features of the newly formed data group using equation (4-3) [20]. For example, we calculate features 

of DataGroup <1> using the feature vectors of data items, d1 and d3, illustrated in Figure 4-7. For a given feature 

in the merged group DataGroup<1>, we calculate the sum of the corresponding feature values in the data items, 

d1 and d3. For example, the second features of d1 and d3 are 0 and 1 respectively. Therefore, the sum of the 

second feature is 0+1=1. We also normalize feature values with the total number of data items in the newly 

formed data group. DataGroup <1> contains two data items (i.e., d1 and d3). Hence, we divide the second 

feature value DataGroup<1> by 2 and use ½ as the normalized feature value in the feature vector of 

DataGroup<1>; 

4) Calculate similarities between the newly formed data group and other data groups using equation (4-2); and 

5) Repeat step 2) to 4) until only one data group is left. 

Figure 4-5: The data grouping algorithm 
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21

nn

ff
f ii
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      (4-3) 

fi, fi1 and fi2 refer to the ith feature of the newly formed data group and its two constituent data groups 

respectively. n1 and n2 are the number of data items in the two constituent data groups.
 

 

Table 4-2: The data similarity table 

Data item d1 d2 d3 d4 

d1 - 1/3 2/3 2/5 

d2 - - 1/4 1/6 

d3 - - - 1/3 

d4 - - - - 
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Figure 4-6: The data grouping process for the example business process 
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Figure 4-7: The process for calculating features for DataGroup <1> 
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Figure 4-8: The result hierarchy of data groups 

For example, Figure 4-6 shows the three iterations for grouping data items defined in the 

example business process (shown in Figure 4-1). One data group is generated in each iteration. 

We organize the generated data groups in a hierarchy as shown in Figure 4-8. Leaves of the 

hierarchy are data items in the business process. Internal nodes represent data groups created 
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from each iteration in a bottom-up fashion. The level in the hierarchy denotes the order of the 

data items being merged in the clustering process. For example, the data group DataGroup<1> 

(i.e., {d1: CustomerProfile, d3: Book}) in level 1 is generated in the first iteration. In the clustering 

algorithm, the most similar data items are grouped first. Therefore, data items merged (or data 

groups) in a lower level are more similar than those merged in a higher level of the hierarchy. For 

example shown in Figure 4-8, the similarity between d1: CustomerProfile and d3: Book is 0.667 in 

the data group, DataGroup <1>, while the similarity between d4: Order and DataGroup <1> is 

0.333 in the data group, DataGroup <2>. A high similarity value indicates a strong dependency. 

Therefore, data groups in lower levels have stronger intra-dependencies (i.e., high cohesion) 

while data groups in higher level have looser inter-dependencies (i.e., low coupling). To generate 

software architectures with high modularity, we use the MQ metric defined in equation (4-1) to 

balance cohesion and coupling and choose an optimal data grouping result. 

Table 4-3: MQ values of the three data grouping results 

Cutting level Grouping result MQ 

1 {d2: BookInfo}, {d4: Order}, {d1: CustomerProfile}, {d3: Book} -0.358 

2 {d2: BookInfo}, {d4: Order}, {d1: CustomerProfile, d3: Book} -0.219 

3 {d2: BookInfo}, {d4: Order, d1: CustomerProfile, d3: Book} -0.172 

{dataitem1, dataitem2, …} represents a data group. 

We can get multiple grouping results by cutting the hierarchy of data groups at different 

levels. Cutting the hierarchy of data groups at a certain level generates a data group that collects 

all data items appearing in the lower levels. For example, cutting the hierarchy of data groups 

shown in Figure 4-8 at level 2 results in three data groups: {d2: BookInfo}, {d4: Order}, and 

DataGroup <1>. Furthermore, the data group, DataGroup <1>, contains two data items, d1: 
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CustomerProfile and d3: Book. Therefore, the data grouping result can also be represented as {d2: 

BookInfo}, {d4: Order}, and {d1: CustomerProfile, d3: Book}. We can obtain three different data 

grouping results by cutting the hierarchy of data groups in each of the three levels, as listed in 

Table 4-3. 

data groupdata data transition

d1: CustomerProfile

d2: BookInfo d3: Book d4: Order

DataGroup <2>      BookInfo

Legends:
 

Figure 4-9: The selected data grouping result 

The MQ metric, uses only the interactions between components to calculate their 

dependencies, as specified in equation (4-1). It is not sufficient to assess the cohesion and 

coupling using multiple quality attributes of components. To compare the modularity of the 

different data grouping results, we extend the definition of MQ to evaluate cohesion and coupling 

using data dependency vectors, defined in Figure 4-3. We use the intra-dependency of data items 

within a data group i to evaluate the cohesion of the data group and extend the definition of μi to 

the sum of similarities between all data items inside the data group. We use the inter-dependency 

between two data groups i and j to assess their coupling and extend εi,j to the sum of similarities 

of all data items in the two data groups. The value range of the extended MQ is between -1 and 1. 

For example, we apply the extended MQ metric to evaluate the modularity of the three data 

grouping results listed in Table 4-3. Result MQ values are also shown in Table 4-3. Comparing 

these MQ values, we find that the data grouping result generated from level 3, {d2: BookInfo}, 

{d4: Order, d1: CustomerProfile, d3: Book}, has the highest MQ value which indicates the best 

modularity. As a consequence, we separate data items into two groups as illustrated in Figure 4-9. 
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Figure 4-10: The data vectors and the component selection method 

4.2.2 Associating Tasks with Data Groups 

To identify functionalities for components, we assign tasks to data groups using the dependencies 

between data groups and tasks. We classify tasks into two categories: inner tasks and outer tasks. 

Inner tasks depend on data items within a data group. More specifically, the data group contains 

both input data items and output data items of the task. All information required to performing 

this type of tasks is contained in one data group. Therefore, we group inner tasks with their 

dependent data groups into one component. For example shown in Figure 4-9, we can create two 

components from the data grouping result. One component contains the data item, d2: BookInfo. 

The other component contains three data items: d1: CustomerProfile, d3: Book, and d4: Order. 

The task, t4: Create order, takes data items, d1: CustomerProfile and d3: Book, as input and 

generates data item, d4: Order, as output. All these data items belong to the data group, 

DataGroup <2>. Therefore, we merge the task, t4: Create order, to the latter component. 

Outer tasks depend on data items distributed in multiple data groups. To assign an outer task 

to an appropriate data group, we evaluate the dependency strength between a task and the related 

data groups using the unbiased Ellenberg measure. Similar to measuring the similarity among 

data items, we create data vectors to describe the features of tasks and data groups. A data vector 
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describes the dependency of a task or a data group on all data items defined in the business 

processes. Therefore, a data vector is represented as DataVector =<d1, d2, …, dm>, where m is the 

total number of data items in business processes and di (1≤i≤m) denotes one data item. We set di 

to 1 if it is depended by a task or included in a data group. Otherwise, we set di to 0. For the 

example shown in Figure 4-1, the task, t3:Find book, takes the data item, d2: BookInfo, as its input 

and generates the data item, d3: Book, as its output. Therefore, we set d2 and d3 to 1 in the data 

vector of the task, t3: Find book, illustrated in Figure 4-10 (a). Similarly, the data group, 

BookInfo, contains one data item, d2: BookInfo. Therefore, we set d2 to 1 in the data vector, 

BookInfo as illustrated in Figure 4-10 (a). The calculated unbiased Ellenberg values in Figure 

4-10 (b) indicate that the task, t3: Find book, depends more strongly on the data group, BookInfo, 

than on the data group, DataGroup<2>. To achieve high cohesion, we assign the task, t3: Find 

book, to the component corresponding to the data group, BookInfo. 
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Figure 4-11: The generated functional software architecture 

To produce a logical view of the software architecture, we further identify connectors between 

components by analyzing task transitions among components. For example, Figure 4-11 shows 

the two components generated from the example business process shown in Figure 4-1. The first 

component contains data items in the data group DataGroup<2> and tasks associated to them. 
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The second component is composed of the data item in the data group BookInfo and the task 

associated to it. The connector between these two components are identified from the transition 

between the task t3:Find book and the task t4:Create order. 

4.3 Summary 

In this chapter, we discuss our approach for generating functional software architecture from 

business processes. We first give a brief overview of clustering algorithms and then describe our 

approach for identifying architectural components from business processes. We describe the 

functionality of the generated architectural components using tasks and data items in business 

processes.  
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Chapter 5 

Optimizing Software Architecture 

In this chapter, we introduce our approach for evaluating and optimizing the generated software 

architecture designs with respect to specified quality requirements. Quality requirements specify 

desired quality attributes of a business application, such as easy to modify and good performance. 

These quality requirements can be interpreted differently in various domains. For example, the 

performance requirement can mean short response time in real-time systems or high throughput 

in web applications. Therefore, the meanings of quality requirements need to be elaborated for a 

given business application before a quality evaluation process. A variety of approaches [36][82] 

have been proposed to elicit concrete quality requirements. The strength of the goal oriented 

approach [60] is well recognized in representing and reasoning quality requirements. In our work, 

we use the goal oriented approach to specify application specific quality requirements. 

Modifiability refers to the easiness to which a business application can be modified. Studies 

indicate that 50-70% of the cost in the lifecycle of a software system is devoted to modifications 

after the initial development [36][77]. In the following sections, we propose a collection of model 

transformation rules to automatically improve the modifiability of software architectures. We 

extend a set of existing product metrics to assess the modifiability impact of the proposed model 

transformation rules and guide the quality improvement process. 

5.1 Describing Modifiability Requirements 

Modifiability being a high-level quality attribute, a direct measurement is difficult. Therefore, we 

treat an abstract modifiability requirement as a high level goal and iteratively refine this high 

level goal into a set of low level goals that can be directly measured using metrics. As pointed out 
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by Bachmann et al. [38]. Modifiability can be improved by reducing effort required to modify 

components and by avoiding propagation of modifications. We break down the goal, Improve 

modifiability, into two sub-goals: Reduce effort required to modify components and Avoid 

propagation of modification. These sub-goals are further refined to more concrete goals as 

illustrated in Figure 5-1. The three-tier software architectural style improves cohesion and 

reduces coupling among components by distributing the functionality of a business application 

into three tiers and standardizing interfaces between tiers [40]. Hence, we use the three-tier 

software architectural style as a method to address the modifiability requirement as shown in 

Figure 5-1. 
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Figure 5-1: A goal model for modifiability 

We use the soft goal graph [60] to represent the elaboration of modifiability goal. In the soft 

goal graph, goal relationships are represented by AND and OR links. An AND relation represents 

that all sub-goals need to be satisfied in order to achieve the parent goal. For example, sub-goals 

of the goal, Improve modifiability (shown in Figure 5-1), contribute to the goal with an AND 
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relation. An OR relation denotes that the satisfaction of one of the sub-goals is sufficient to 

achieve their parent goal. 

The lowest level goals can be directly measured using software metrics. Changes of metric 

results reflect the quality impact of transformation rules. The changes are propagated to upper 

goals through links. Positive changes in the low level goals indicate the improvement of the upper 

goals. We label such links with “+” sign. Similarly, negative changes of the low level goals 

shows the negative impact on the upper level goals. We mark such links with “-” sign. 

5.2 Metrics for Modifiability Evaluation 

As shown in Figure 5-1, the modifiability can be evaluated using metrics for evaluating function 

points, cohesion and coupling. The traditional metrics take software entities, such as variables, 

statements, and methods, as input for computation. However, the generated software components 

are described using business process entities, such as tasks and data items. We extend traditional 

metrics to take business process entities as inputs for measuring the amount of functionality, 

cohesion and coupling of the generated architectural components. 

5.2.1 Measuring Amount of Functionality 

BookInfo

+Author: String

+Title: String

Book

+Author: String

+Title: String

+Publisher: String

+DateOfPublication: String

+ISBN: String  

Figure 5-2: The definition of BookInfo and Book 

If a component contains more functionality, it becomes more complex to modify [38]. Function 

point analysis (FPA) is used to evaluate the amount of functionalities in components and software 
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systems. We calculate the number of function points of a component using the approach defined 

in the ISO functional size measurement (FSM) standard [53] which evaluates functionalities 

using files, interfaces and interactions among applications. In our generated software 

architectures, detailed designs of components are described using data items and tasks derived 

from business processes. We analyze dependencies among data items and tasks to compute 

function points for each component. Specifically, following FSM, we re-mapped functionalities 

into the following five functional factors: 

 Internal logic files hold data items used within a component. For the example shown in 

Figure 4-11, the component, Order creation, creates and edits the data item, Order. 

Therefore, the internal logic file of the component is Order. 

 External interface files contain external data received from the operational environment. 

For the example shown in Figure 4-11, the component, Book inquiry, receives the data 

item, BookInfo, as input. The data item, BookInfo, specifies the data received from the 

operation environment and is identified as the external interface file of the component. 

 External inputs refer to input pins of tasks that hold external data. For the example shown 

in Figure 4-11, the input pin of the task, Find book, holds the input data item, BookInfo, 

for the component, Book inquiry. Hence, we identify the input pin of the task, Find book, 

as the external input of the component. 

 External outputs correspond to output pins of tasks that return data to the operational 

environment. For the example shown in Figure 4-11, the output pin of the task, Find 

book, holds the return data of the component, Book inquiry. Therefore, we identify the 

output of the task, Find book, as the external output of the component. 
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 External inquiries are tasks that capture data access actions. For the example shown in 

Figure 4-11, the task, Find book, captures the data access action in the component, Book 

inquiry. Hence, we identify the task, Find book, as the external inquiry of the component. 

Table 5-1: Weights of functional factors in FSM 

Functional factor Low Average High 

Internal logic files 7 10 15 

External interface files 5 7 10 

External inputs 3 4 6 

External outputs 4 5 7 

External inquiries 3 4 6 

 

The function points of a component are the weighted sum of different types of functional 

factors within this component. For each functional factor, the FSM approach defines three levels 

of complexity and specifies a weight for the functional factor at each complexity level. Table 5-1 

shows the complexity levels and corresponding weights for the five functional factors. In the 

Book inquiry component shown in Figure 4-11, inputs from customers are captured in the data 

item, BookInfo, which contains 2 primitive data attributes as shown in Figure 5-2. As specified in 

the FSM standard, the complexity of a data item with no more than 50 attributes is Low. Hence, 

the External interface file of the component, Book inquiry, has a Low complexity. Similarly, the 

complexity levels of the other three functional factors are Low. As shown in Table 5-1, weights 

for the four factors are 5, 3, 4, and 3, respectively. Therefore, the number of function points of the 

component, Book inquiry, is 15 as illustrated in Table 5-2. 
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Table 5-2: Function point count for Book inquiry 

Functional factor Number Weight Function point 

Internal logic files 0 7 0×7 

External interface files 1 5 1×5 

External inputs 1 3 1×3 

External outputs 1 4 1×4 

External inquiries 1 3 1×3 

Total 15 

Two alternative architecture designs tend to have the same number of function points when 

they are generated from the same set of business processes. To evaluate the functionality 

distribution among components, we use the median value of function points from the components 

in an architecture design to quantify the overall cost of modifying components in a software 

architecture design. The median value can avoid the impact of the extreme values of functional 

points of components. 

5.2.2 Measuring Cohesion and Coupling 

Cohesion measures the strength of intra-dependencies within a component while coupling 

assesses the strength of inter-dependencies among components. Cohesion is divided into 6 

distinct levels [137] and coupling is broken down to 7 distinct levels [120][136]. Figure 5-1 

illustrates levels of cohesion and coupling in the order from the worst (low cohesion, high 

coupling) to the best (high cohesion, low coupling). Table 5-3 and Table 5-4 show the 

characteristics of data items and tasks in components for determining the cohesion levels and 
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coupling levels of components. Components with low cohesion and high coupling result in much 

stronger ripple effects of changes than others [120]. 

Table 5-3: Cohesion levels and their characteristics 

Category Cohesion level Characteristics 

High level Functional cohesion A component performs a single task. 

Moderate 

levels 

Sequential cohesion A data item is sequentially transferred across tasks 

within a component. 

Communicational 

cohesion 

All tasks within a component share the same input 

or output data items. 

Procedural cohesion Tasks within a component are connected by control 

connectors. 

Low levels Temporal cohesion Tasks within a component are correlated by 

temporal relations. 

Logical cohesion Tasks that are logically grouped to perform the same 

type of functionalities. 

We determine the cohesion level of a component by analyzing tasks and data items within the 

component. If they present characteristics corresponding to a cohesion level h, the cohesion level 

of the component is h. The level of coupling between two components is determined by analyzing 

dependencies between the two components. When this dependencies present characteristics of a 

coupling level u the coupling level of the two components is u. Once the levels of cohesion and 

coupling are determined, we calculate the dependency strength at each cohesion (or coupling) 

level. A number of metrics [45][104][126] can be used to calculate dependency strength among 
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components. We use the connectivity metrics defined in [126] to calculate dependencies among 

components. We chose these metrics because they are designed to evaluate cohesion and coupling 

based on dependency graphs that have similar structure to business processes; and they have been 

applied and validated on many systems [126]. 

Table 5-4: Coupling levels and their characteristics 

Category Coupling level Characteristics 

High level Content coupling A component uses data or control maintained by 

another component. 

Common coupling Components share global data items. 

External coupling Components are tied to external entities such as 

devices or external data. 

Moderate 

levels 

Control coupling Controls flow across components. 

Low levels Data structured 

coupling 

Structured data are transferred among components. 

Data coupling Primitive data or arrays of primitive data are passed 

among components. 

Message coupling Components communicate through standardized 

interfaces. 

The cohesion strength of a component is evaluated by analyzing the number of dependencies 

within this component as shown in Equation (5-1). This cohesion strength increases as the 

number of dependencies within the component grows. The cohesion strength of a software 
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architecture is the average cohesion strength of all components within the software architecture. 

For our example from Figure 4-11, we analyze the dependencies introduced by task transitions to 

evaluate the strength of the procedural cohesion of the architecture. The component, Book 

inquiry, contains no task transition. Therefore, the strength of procedural cohesion of the 

component, Book inquiry, is 0. The component, Order creation, includes 7 task transitions and 7 

tasks. Hence, the strength of the procedural cohesion of the component, Order creation, and the 

overall cohesion strength of the functional software architecture are calculated as follows:  
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Ai is the strength of dependency within the ith component. μi refers to the number of dependencies within the ith 

component. ni is the number of tasks within the component. m is the number of components within the generated 

software architecture.  
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Ei,j is the inter-dependency between the ith component and the jth component. εi,j is the total number of dependencies 

between the two components. ni and nj are the number of tasks in the two components. m is the total number of 

components in the generated software architecture.  

We use the inter-connectivity metric defined in equation (5-2) to assess the strength of 

coupling of a software architecture design by analyzing the number of dependencies among 

components. In equation (5-2), the strength of coupling between two components is assessed by 

examining the number of dependencies between the two components. The coupling strength 
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between two components increases as the number of dependencies between the two components 

grows. The coupling strength of a software architecture design is the average coupling strength 

among components within the software architecture design. For example shown in Figure 4-11, 1 

control connector is used to connect the two components: Book inquiry and Order creation. The 

component, Book inquiry, contains 1 task; and the component, Order creation, has 7 tasks. 

Therefore, the control coupling of the software architecture is 
14

1

2/)12(

712

1







Coupling
S . 

We denote the cohesion and coupling of a software architecture design using the pair value (h, 

s) and (u, s). h and u designates the levels of cohesion and coupling, respectively; s refers to the 

strength of this cohesion or coupling at these levels. To evaluate the overall cohesion of an 

architecture, we produce a paired value for each level of cohesion or coupling since components 

may have different levels of cohesion or coupling in a software architecture. 

5.3 Model Transformation Rules for Architecture Improvement 

In Chapter 4, we generate software architecture from business processes. Such software 

architectures, referred to as functional software architecture, describe the initial distribution of 

functionality without the conformance to the three-tier architectural style. The structure of these 

software architectures is illustrated in the meta-model shown in Figure 5-3. We define a set of 

model transformation rules that automatically restructures software architectures into three-tier 

software architecture. Our transformation rules distribute these functionalities into components in 

different tiers. We use object constraint language (OCL) [106] to specify each transformation 

rule. In the following subsections, we first describe the transformation rules that produce three-

tier architecture. Then we describe the generation of connectors among the components in 
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different tiers. Finally, we discuss our technique for evaluating the quality impact of each 

transformation rule. 
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Figure 5-3: The meta-model of functional software architecture 

5.3.1 Generation of Three Tiers 

Functionalities of software architectures generated from business processes are described by the 

tasks specified in business processes. These tasks capture different functionalities as discussed in 

Section 3.1. In our work, we take components in the functional software architecture as source 

components and define transformation rules to automatically generate target components in the 

three-tier software architectural style. One source component can be broken down into fine 

grained components which contain unique functionality, and are distributed into different tiers in 

the target components. In the rest of this subsection we discuss the transformation rules by 

analyzing tasks and their transitions in source components. 

 Rule 1: Presentation Tier Generation Rule 

Tp={t| t.kind->includes(„Human task‟)} 

Cp={c|c.sourceTask.kind->includes(„Human task‟) and c.targetTask.kind->includes(„Human task‟)} 

where t is an instance of Task and c is an instance of TaskTransition as defined in Figure 5-3. 
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This rule identifies the presentation tier by grouping human tasks in a source component into a 

UI component and moving the UI component into the presentation tier. If the role of a task refers 

to a group of users, we classify such a task as a human task. The expression, Tp, selects tasks 

classified as human tasks from a source component to form one UI component. Moreover, we 

generate connectors among UI components by analyzing transitions among human tasks that are 

distributed in different UI components. The expression Cp, identifies task transitions whose 

source tasks and target tasks are both human tasks. Eventually, components in the presentation 

tier capture the functionality to handle communications between users and business logics. 

 Rule 2: Business Logic Tier Generation Rule 

Tb={t| t.kind->includes(„Automatic task‟)} 

Cb={c|c.sourceTask.kind->includes(„Automatic task‟) and c.targetTask.kind->includes(„Automatic task‟)} 

where t is an instance of Task and c is an instance of TaskTransition as defined in Figure 5-3. 

To provide support for users, we generate components in the business logic tier to handle 

requests from users and produce the corresponding responses. As specified in the expression, Tb, 

we select automatic tasks and their transitions from a source component to generate components 

and connectors within the business logic tier. The expression, extracts automatic tasks from a 

source component to form a component in the business logic tier. As described in the expression, 

Cb, we generate connectors among components in the business logic tier by analyzing transitions 

among automatic tasks. More specifically, the expression, Cb, checks the types of source and 

target tasks of task transitions and returns those whose source and target tasks are both automatic 

tasks. 

 Rule 3: Data Tier Generation Rule 

Td={t| t.kind->includes(„Data-access task‟)} 

where t is an instance of Task as defined in Figure 5-3. 
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We create data access components in the data tier to support the communications between data 

access tasks and data repositories. We identify data access tasks from a source component to 

generate data access components by matching verbs in task names with the data access operations 

(e.g., insert, update and delete). Such operations are abstractions of fundamental database 

operations. Table 5-5 lists the heuristic mappings between task names and data access operations. 

The expression, Td, extracts data access tasks from a source component. Data access components 

provide support for accessing persistent data without passing data between each other. Hence, we 

do not generate connectors among data access components. 

Table 5-5: Huristic mappings between tasks names and data access operations 

Data access operations Verbs in task names 

Insert Create, Add, Insert 

Update Update, Modify 

Query Find, Search, Select, Get 

Delete Delete, Remove 

5.3.2 Generation of Connectors between Tiers 

Beside connectors among components within each tier, three-tier software architectures also 

contain connectors between tiers: 

 Presentation-Business connectors that describe communications between components in 

the presentation tier and components in the business logic tier. 

 Business-Data connectors that capture communications between components in the 

business logic tier and components in the data tier. 

 Rule 4: Presentation-Business Connectors Generation Rule 
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Tp-b={t| t.kind->includes(„Human task‟) and t.kind->includes(„Automatic task‟)} 

where t is an instance of Task as defined in Figure 5-3. 

Presentation-Business connectors transfer information between human tasks in the 

presentation tier and the automatic tasks in the business logic tier. If a task captures users‟ 

interactions and requires automated support, it is broken down to a human task and an automatic 

task. For tasks with this feature, we generate a presentation-business connector to transit requests 

and responses between the presentation tier and the business logic tier as specified in the 

expression Tp-b. 

 Rule 5: Business-Data Connectors Generation Rule 

Tb-d={t| t.kind->includes(„Automatic task‟) and t.kind->includes(„Data-access task‟)} 

where t is an instance of Task as defined in Figure 5-3. 

Business-Data connectors pass information between automatic tasks in the business logic tier 

and data access tasks in the data tier. If an automatic task encapsulates data access operations, it is 

divided into a data access task and an automatic task. For tasks with this feature, we generate a 

business-data connector to transmit data between the business logic tier and the data tier. The 

expression Tb-d extracts automatic tasks with data access operations for generating business-data 

connectors. 

5.3.3 Application of Transformation Rules 

To assess the quality impact of a model transformation rule, we compare the quality of software 

architectures before and after applying the transformation rule. If the impact confirms to specified 

quality requirements, i.e., the modifiability, we deem that the model transformation is effective. 

Otherwise, we choose other transformation rules to improve the generated software architecture. 

Such an evaluation and improvement process is iterated till modifiability is maximized. 
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To compare the coupling of the source software architecture, SAbefore and the transformed 

software architecture, SAafter, we compare the coupling level by level, in the order from high to 

low and consider that SAafter has lower coupling if: 

 its coupling strength is less than that of SAbefore when both are in the same level of 

coupling,  

 a high level of coupling is present in SAbefore but absent in SAafter or, a lower level of 

coupling is absent in SAbefore but present in SAafter. 

Similarly, we compare the cohesion of SAbefore and SAafter to evaluate the impact of a 

transformation rule on the cohesion of a software architecture. The comparison of function points 

of SAbefore and SAafter is performed using median values as discussed in Section 5.2.1. We strive to 

generate software architecture design with high cohesion, low coupling, and low function points 

to maximize the modifiability.. 

5.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we describe our approach for optimizing software architecture. We first introduce 

our approach for elaborating quality requirements and then depict our method for evaluating and 

optimizing software architecture. Our proposed approach provides automated support for 

software architecture evaluation and optimization. We extend existing product metrics to 

automatically evaluate the quality of software architecture and perform model transformation 

rules to automatically restructure software architecture and resolve quality problems. 
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Chapter 6 

Generating User Interfaces 
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Figure 6-1: UI generation framework 

In this chapter, we discuss our approach for producing UI designs and code skeletons from 

generated software architecture designs. The structure of generated software architecture designs 

is described in the meta-model shown in Figure 5-3. We use intermediate models with increasing 

details to bridge the gap between business processes and UI code skeletons. The intermediate 

models include task models, dialog models, and presentation models. Figure 6-1 illustrates the 

overall steps in our UI generation framework. In the following sections, we describe our 

approaches for generating task models, dialog models, and presentation models. 

6.1 Generating Task Models 

Task models recognize the structural and temporal information and describe how users execute 

various tasks defined in business processes. To derive such functional requirements, we need to 

analyze business processes and examine tasks that embrace functionalities of a business 

application. To handle tasks with various granularities, we analyze dependencies among tasks and 

data items in the business processes to group tasks into functional segments. We propose a 

collection of heuristic rules to group tasks on the basis of their dependencies. Intuitively, 

grouping relevant tasks divides a business process into a set of smaller segments of task groups. 
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Each segment is mapped to a window in the generated UI. The segments are linked by the 

transitions among tasks in the business process. The meta-model of task models is depicted in 

Figure 6-2. A business process consists of a set of Segments and Connectors. Each segment is 

composed of a collection of tasks and data items. In the following subsections, we discuss our 

heuristic rules for producing segments from business processes. 
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Figure 6-2: The meta-model of the task model 

6.1.1 Role Rule 

B1={c|c.sourceTask.Role ≠ c.targetTask.Role}, 

where c is an instance of TaskTransition as defined in Figure 5-3 

Different users use a business application to achieve different business goals and have different 

usability requirements. Users with different characteristics are modeled as different roles in 

business processes. In our work, we generate personalized UIs for each individual role in a 

business process. A personalized UI provides the necessary functional features and UI widgets 

with respect to a certain role. A user can focus on their own work and easily select the widgets 

from fewer widget sets in the UI. We define a role rule that divides a business process into a few 
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groups as specified in B1. Each group of tasks is performed by the same role. We identify a set of 

connectors that link tasks performed by different roles as delimiters of segments. More 

specifically, connectors in B1 divide a business process into Segments. Each Segment contains the 

tasks and related data items performed by one role. For example, as illustrated in Figure 6-3, the 

business process is segmented by connectors {5, 6, 7, 9} by applying the role rule. 
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Figure 6-3: An example business process 

6.1.2 Primitive Task Rule 

B2={c|c.sourceTask.kind->includes(“Primitive task”)} 

where c is an instance of TaskTransition as defined in Figure 5-3. 

Primitive tasks, such as Add to cart and Submit order, describe the lowest level of details in a 

business process. Such tasks are usually implemented as button widgets and used in combination 

with other tasks that share the same UI window. For example, when purchasing a product, we 

first find the product using attributes of the product and add the found product to a shopping cart. 

To improve the efficiency of the UI, the Add to cart task is often combined with the Find product 

task and implemented in one window, as illustrated in Figure 6-3. We identify primitive tasks 

using naming conventions. For example, we look for tasks with a name containing submit, save, 

add, and delete. A primitive task alone does not produce a segment in a business process. 

6.1.3 Manual Task Rule 

B3={c|c.sourceTask.kind->includes(“Manual task”) xor c.targetTask->includes(“Manual task”)} 

where c is an instance of TaskTransition as defined in Figure 5-3. 
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Manual tasks, such as sending surface mail, are manually accomplished by humans without using 

business applications. Therefore, no UI windows are required for performing the manual tasks. 

The manual task rule is defined by B3 and is used to exclude the manual tasks from the rest of the 

tasks in a business process. Therefore, we can avoid generating unnecessary widgets or windows 

for manual tasks in UIs. We identify connectors whose source tasks or target tasks are manual 

tasks to separate manual tasks from the other tasks. 

6.1.4 Optional Task Rule 

B4={c|c.sourceTask.kind->includes(“Optional task”) xor c.targetTask->includes(“Optional task”)} 

where c is an instance of TaskTransition as defined in Figure 5-3. 

To improve their work efficiency, users would rather click fewer buttons. In this case, the 

developers may choose to provide default values or settings for UI widgets, such as combo boxes 

and text boxes. We use the default values specified in the attributes of data items to specify the 

default values for widgets that are used to implement tasks. Such tasks are considered as optional 

tasks that are performed only when the user would like to change the default values. For example, 

credit card is defined as the default payment method. The task, Select payment method, can be 

skipped if users make payment using credit cards. Optional tasks separate the business processes 

into segments. This rule can improve efficiency since users perform optional tasks only when 

they cannot use default values. We use the expression, B4, to identify connectors that link to 

optional tasks. We detect connectors whose source tasks or target tasks are optional tasks to 

enclose segments that are composed of optional tasks. 

6.1.5 Branch Rule 

B5={c| c.sourceTask.inputConnectors.size()>1 xor c.targetTask.outputConnectors.size()>1} 

where c is an instance of TaskTransition as defined in Figure 5-3. 
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If a task has more than one outgoing connector, this structure indicates alternative branches or 

parallel paths. We include all the tasks in one branch as a segment. For example, the business 

process in Figure 6-3 is divided into three segments using connectors, {6, 7, 9}, identified by the 

branch rule. 

6.1.6 Data Sharing Rule 

B6={c|(c.sourceTask.inputConnectors->notEmpty()  

and c.sourceTask.inputConnectors.exists(ic:TaskTranstion|ic.dataItem≠c.dataItem)} 

where c is an instance of TaskTransition as defined in Figure 5-3. 

If a sequence of tasks operates on the same data item, these tasks share the same data information. 

In the UI design, it would be inefficient if a user had to enter the same information multiple times 

when performing different tasks. This data sharing rule improves the efficiency of the UI design 

by grouping the tasks and their shared data item in a segment. As specified in B6, if the data item 

of the connector c and the data item of the connector ic are not equivalent, c is a connector that 

divides the business process into different segments. For example as shown in Figure 6-3, two 

segments are identified using the data sharing rule. The tasks, Enter quantity and Checkout cart, 

are included in the same segment since both tasks share the data item, Shopping cart. The tasks, 

Enter payment information and Submit order, share the data item, Order and therefore are 

grouped into one segment. 

6.2 Application of Rules 

Each rule has preconditions that specify the context for applying the rule. For example, the 

branch rule would not be applied for sequentially ordered tasks. In the process of dividing a 

business process into a collection of segments in a task model, we identify an applicable set of 

rules using the preconditions of each rule. The role rule, data sharing rule, branch rule, manual 
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task rule, and optional task are independent from each other. Therefore, the result of the segments 

is independent from the order of applying these rules. The primitive tasks, such as the Add to cart 

and Submit order, are not associated with a separate window. As the result, the primitive task rule 

identifies primitive tasks, and merges the identified primitive task with the prior task. In this case, 

the primitive task and their prior task are treated as one merged task. Therefore, we apply the 

primitive task rule before any other rules. Figure 6-3 illustrates a segmentation example. The 

primitive task rule is applied before any other rules and it identifies the connector set B2. 

Moreover, the role rule, branch rule, and data sharing rule are applied independently in any 

orders. These will identify the connector set, B1
  B5

 B6. At last, we derive six connectors that 

divide the business process into segments (i.e., B2
 (B1

  B5
 B6) = {2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9}) shown in 

Figure 6-3. 

6.3 Dialog Model 

The dialog model is composed of a set of linked windows, as illustrated in Figure 6-4. Each 

window is generated from a segment in the task model. Window transitions are generated from 

connectors in the task model. In the dialog model, task windows provide widgets that allow users 

to interact with the application in order to fulfill tasks following predefined orders as specified in 

the business processes. The support windows provide contextual support that assists users in 

performing tasks. A task window contains task and data operations. A support window can only 

include data operations inferred from data items. An example of data operations can be viewing 

the product specification before performing the task, Add product to shopping cart. 

Our rules for transforming task models to dialog models are inspired by [17][70], which derive 

navigation structures and window structures from task structures. In our work, window transitions 

are directly derived from the connectors in the task models. That is, if there is a connector 
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between tasks in two different segments, we will generate a transition between the two task 

windows generated from the two segments. We design the following three rules to transform 

segments to windows. 
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Figure 6-4: The meta-model of the dialog model 

6.3.1 Single Window Rule 
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Figure 6-5: An example of the single window rule 

The single window rule transforms all tasks and data operations in one segment into a task 

window. This rule results in UIs with high efficiency of use, since the users can complete tasks 

using fewer clicks. But the UI may be difficult for novice users who need to learn and remember 
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the functionality and order of use of all the widgets in one window. Figure 6-5 shows an example 

transformation from a segment to a window. 

6.3.2 Data Window Rule 

The data window rule transforms a segment to a task window and multiple support windows. The 

task window implements all tasks in the segment. The support windows implement the data 

operations in the segment. A support window contains all the data operations related to a specific 

data item. In this case, support windows can be reused in many other segments that contain data 

operations for the same data item. This rule reduces the number of tasks and data operations 

implemented in one window. Moreover, users‟ knowledge about a support window can be reused 

in other contexts when the same data items are used. Figure 6-6 illustrates an example 

transformation from a segment to a task window and two data windows. 
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Figure 6-6: An example of the data window rule 

6.3.3 Functional Window Rule 

This rule transforms all tasks in a segment into a window and all data operations in the segment 

into a support window. This rule decreases the number of tasks and data operations in a window. 

The generated UI is easier to learn than the one generated using the single window rule. However, 

it may be more difficult to learn than the one generated using the data window rule. This rule is a 
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trade-off between the single window rule and the data window rule. Figure 6-7 shows an example 

transformation from a segment to a task window and a support window. 
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Figure 6-7: An example of the functional window rule 

6.4 Presentation Model 

The presentation model transforms the dialog model into a collection of platform-independent 

abstract interface objects (AIOs). As illustrated in Figure 6-8, a window in the presentation model 

is associated with a collection of AIOs, such as input fields, output fields, selectors and action 

invokers. The generation of the presentation model is accomplished by matching tasks with task 

patterns, which are collections of widely used operations in the design of UIs, such as find 

operation, display contents operation. Two well-known collections of UI task patterns are 

summarized in [69][92]. For example, Figure 6-9 shows the structure of a search task pattern, 

adapted from [32][41]. Specifically, a search task can be decomposed into two sub-tasks 

including entering search criteria and displaying search results. Furthermore, an input field (e.g., 

text field) and a search action invoker (e.g., button) allow a user to enter search criteria. Similarly, 

an output field (e.g., a table) and a select action invoker (e.g., button) display the returned result. 

We use naming similarities to match tasks in the business processes with task patterns used in the 
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UI designs. The screenshot for our generated UI after performing the search task pattern on the 

task, Find product, is shown in Figure 6-10. 
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Figure 6-8: The meta-model of the presentation model 

To transform a platform-independent presentation model into platform-specific UI code 

skeletons, a set of platform-specific code templates are used to specify code snippets for 

implementing AIOs. The selection of a concrete widget is determined by the tasks and data items 

specified in the business process. For example, when a task generates output data, the window 

that implements this task is set to be an editor, for the reason that a user can modify the 

intermediate result when performing the task. When a data item, such as a Picture of a Product, is 

used as an input to a task, the content of this data item can be previewed using a viewer assuming 

that we can‟t modify the content of the input data item. We map the types of the data attributes of 

a data item with different widgets that are used to display the context of a data item. For example, 

the data item, Product, contains string typed attributes, such as Product ID, Product name, and 
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Product type. The string typed data attributes are interpreted into text fields, as illustrated in 

Figure 6-10. A data item that can appear multiple times (e.g., an array of resulting products), is 

converted into a table, as shown in Figure 6-10. 
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Figure 6-9: The structure of the Find task pattern and an example presentation model 

  

Figure 6-10: The generated UI 
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Moreover, we incorporate UI design guidelines and patterns into the generation of the UI to 

improve the usability of generated UIs. For example as shown in Figure 6-10, three buttons (i.e., 

Undo, Cancel, and Next) at the bottom are generated to improve the usability of this window. The 

Undo button and the Cancel button allow user to correct their mistakes by adapting the Forgiving 

users pattern usability pattern [69][92]. The Next button is created using the Wizard pattern 

[69][92], which guides users to perform tasks in a step-by-step fashion. Users can use this button 

to transition to the next page to perform the next task. 

6.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we introduce our approach for generating UI designs and code skeletons from 

business processes. We use a collection of intermediate models to bridge the gap between 

business processes and code skeletons and then define model transformation rules to generate and 

synchronize models and code skeletons. Our approach provides automated support for creating 

UI designs and code skeletons from business processes.  
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Chapter 7 

Optimizing Usability of User Interfaces 

Usability
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Figure 7-1: A framework for incorporating usability goals into model transformations 

To generate UIs with desired usability features, we use usability requirements to guide the 

selection of transformation rules presented in Chapter 6. As shown in Figure 7-1, we interpret 

usability requirements to constraints on UI models and use the identified constraints to guide the 

selection of transformation rules. Eventually, we perform the chosen transformation rules to 

generate UI models or code skeletons. 

7.1 Identifying Constraints 

As discussed in Chapter 5, we use goal models to elaborate concrete usability requirements. 

Usability measures the extent to which UIs can be understood and used. Nielson [64] divides 

usability to five sub-attributes including: 

1) Learnability assesses the easiness for end-users to accomplish tasks when they use the 

UIs for the first time. 

2) Memoriability evaluates the easiness for end-users to complete tasks using the UIs after 

a period of not using them. 

3) Low error rate measures the number of errors that end-users make during the use of the 

UIs. 
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4) Efficiency measures the performance of end-users after they have learned the UIs. 

5) Satisfaction assesses users‟ impression of the UIs. 
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Figure 7-2: An example usability goal graph 

Figure 7-2 depicts the relationships between usability and the five sub-attributes. These sub-

attributes are abstract and cannot be directly measured. To measure the usability of UI models, 

we decompose the five sub-attributes to a set of measurable attributes by referring to usability 

models [64][93][97][122] in the literature. The identified measurable attributes are shown in 

Figure 7-2. 

1) The complexity of UIs contributes to learnability negatively [97][122]. A simple UI 

requires little cognitive effort and is therefore easy to learn. 

2) The consistency of UIs contributes learnability and memoriability positively [122]. 

With consistent UI designs, users can reuse their past experience to learn new UIs. 

3) Grouping items in UIs help to improve learnability and memoriability [93]. Items in 

one group provide hints for users to learn and use the other items in the same group. 
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Table 7-1: Metrics for evaluating structural attributes 

Metric Description 

Number of widgets per 

window 

This metric measures the average number of widgets in UIs of a 

business application. 

Consistent widgets 

assignment 

This metric evaluates whether the same type of tasks are 

implemented by the same set of widgets. 

Consistent layout This metric assesses whether the same layout are applied to all tasks 

of the same type. 

Percentage of grouped 

widgets 

This metric measures the average percentage of grouped widgets in 

UIs of a business application. 

Number of navigation 

widgets per window 

The metric examines the average number of navigation widgets in 

UIs of a business application. 

Number of context 

widgets per task 

The metric evaluates the average number of context support widgets 

for tasks of a business application. 

Confirmation for non-

undoable tasks 

This metric checks whether undoable tasks are protected by 

confirmation dialogs. 

Number of undo widgets 

for undoable tasks 

This metric assesses the average number of undo widgets for 

undoable tasks. 

4) Guidance in UIs contributes to learnability and memoriability positively [93]. 

Guidance provides explicit instructions to reduce users‟ effort in learning and using 

UIs. 
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5) Context support in UIs helps to improve learnability and memoriability[139]. 

Context sensitive support provides necessary information for users to perform tasks 

and reduces users‟ effort required to learn and use UIs. 

6) Error prevention and error recovery both contribute positively to low error rate [64]. 

Error prevention mechanisms validate users‟ inputs and prevent errors from 

happening. Error recovery helps users‟ returning a valid status once errors occur. In 

addition, error recovery can reduce frustration of users and improve the satisfaction 

of users [64]. 

7) Time behaviors of UIs contribute negatively to efficiency [64]. Simple UIs often have 

long interaction paths and reduce the efficiency of users. Undoable UIs reduce the 

time for users to fix mistakes and improve the efficiency of users. 

Each measurable attribute can be measured by one or more metrics as illustrated in Figure 7-2. 

Table 7-1 shows descriptions of theses metrics. 

7.2 Choosing Transformation Rules 

We choose transformation rules with respect to specified usability requirements to generate UIs 

with desired usability features. Usability impact of a transformation rule can be evaluated by 

comparing UIs before and after the transformation rule is applied. We measure the impact of 

transformation rules using the metrics listed in Table 7-1. If the impact confirms to specified 

usability requirements, we deem that the model transformation is effective. Otherwise, we choose 

other transformation rules to optimize the generated UIs. Such an evaluation and optimization 

process is iterated multiple times till all quality problems are resolved. 
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For example, we strive for generating UIs with high number of widgets per window to 

improve the efficiency of advanced users. We choose transformation rules to produce UIs with 

high number of widgets per window in the following steps: 

1) Choose a rule from the predefined rule set, we denote the UIs before and after the 

transformation rule is applied as UIbefore and UIafter, respectively; 

2) If the number widgets per window in UIafter is higher than that in UIbefore, we consider the 

impact of the transformation rule is in conformance to the given usability requirements 

and add the transformation rule to the chosen transformation rule set; 

3) Otherwise, we go to step 1) and try other rules. 

7.3 Summary 

In this chapter, we describe our approach to generate UIs with desired usability features. We use 

goal models to elaborate concrete usability requirements and map these requirements to structural 

attributes of UI models. We derive a collection metrics from UI design guidelines to evaluate 

structural attributes of UI models and guide the selection of transformation rules. Our approach 

provides automated support to address usability requirements during UI design. 
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Chapter 8 

Overview of Prototype Tools 

8.1 Software Architecture Generation Tool 

 

Figure 8-1: The screenshot of the software architecture generation tool 

We develop a software architecture generation tool prototype on the Eclipse RCP platform. 

Figure 8-1 is the screen shot of our software architecture generation tool. Using the software 

architecture generation tool, we generate software architecture in two steps: 

1) Analyze business processes to identify required information according to the meta-model 

defined in Figure 3-4. 

2) Generate software architecture designs following the approach presented in Chapter 4 

and Chapter 5. 

8.1.1 Features of the Software Architecture Generation Tool 

The current version of our software architecture generation tool offers the following features: 

automatic requirement extraction, automatic software architecture generation, automatic software 

architecture optimization, and automatic generation of software architecture descriptions. 

Automatic Requirement Extraction: To generate software architecture, we need to identify 

business requirements from business processes. 
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Figure 8-2: The dialog for loading business processes 

In our work, business processes are modeled using IBM WebSphere Business Modeler and are 

stored as XML documents. We provide a dialog for users to load business processes from 

specified directories as shown in Figure 8-2. We develop a business process parser to parse the 

loaded business processes. The parser provides a set of application programming interfaces 

(APIs) for identifying required information from business processes created using WBM. With 

these APIs, we extract requirements specified in business processes according to the meta-model 

defined in Figure 3-4. 

Automatic Software Architecture Generation: Our prototype tool automatically generates 

software architecture by analyzing requirements specified in business processes. We first group 

data items in business processes by invoking the WCA clustering algorithm and then associate 

tasks with data groups to form architectural components. Figure 8-3 illustrates a screenshot of the 

clustering result. Clusters are organized in a hierarchy. Leaves of the hierarchy are data items in 

business processes. Branch nodes of the hierarchy are clusters at different granularity levels. 
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Figure 8-3: The screenshot of the clustering result 

Automatic Modifiability Optimization: To reduce the effort required for quality optimization, 

we design model transformations to restructure the generated software architecture. In the 

prototype tool, we provide a collection of predefined model transformation rules that can be 

performed to automatically generate three-tier software architecture from functional software 

architecture. The transformation is guided by the extended product metrics to maximize the 

modifiability of the generated three-tier software architectures as discussed in Chapter 5. Figure 

8-4 shows a functional software architecture generated from the example business process shown 
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in Figure 4-1 and the optimized version of the software architecture after applying the three-tier 

software architectural style. 
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Figure 8-4: Example software architecture designs 

(a) the functional software architecture (b) the three-tier software architecture

 

Figure 8-5: Descriptions of generated software architecture designs 

Automatic Generation of Software Architecture Descriptions: To help users understanding 

and using generated software architecture designs, we use UML notations to describe generated 
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software architecture designs. Since UML is the de facto software modeling language, such 

descriptions are easy for users to understand and use. Figure 8-5 (a) and Figure 8-5 (b) illustrate 

generated descriptions of the functional software architecture and the three-tier software 

architecture shown in Figure 8-4, respectively. 

 

Figure 8-6: Screenshots of UI generation and testing tools 

 

8.2 UI Generation Tool 

We implement a UI generation tool prototype to generate UI designs and code skeletons from 

business processes. Figure 8-6 (a) shows the UI of our UI generation tool prototype. Moreover, 

we also implement a testing environment to preview generated UIs as illustrated in Figure 8-6 (b). 

The process view displays the main navigation of UI prototypes. Users can select and initiate 

their preferred UI alternatives from the process view. Once users click a UI alternative, the 

structure of the business process is displayed in the navigation view. The task window of the 

initial task is launched in the task window area. Meanwhile, the support data operations of the 

task are opened in the support window area. 
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Figure 8-7: The dialog for loading business processes 

8.2.1 Generating UIs 

Using the UI generation tool, we generate UIs in 4 steps: 

1) Analyze business processes to infer task models that are independent from various 

business process modeling languages. 

2) Generate dialog models from task models by performing transformation rules presented 

in Chapter 6. 

3) Generate presentation models from dialog models by applying task patterns and UI 

design patterns as discussed in Chapter 6. 

4) Generate UI code skeletons from presentation models by matching AIOs in presentation 

models with concrete widgets in a specified platform. 

8.2.2 Features of the UI Generation Tool 

The current version of our UI generation tool offers the following features: automatic requirement 

extraction, automatic model generation, usability guided model transformation, and automatic 

code generation. 
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Figure 8-8: The wizard for customization 

Automatic Requirement Extraction: To generate UIs, we need to identify business functions to 

be implemented from business processes. The UI generation tool automatically extracts 

requirements from business processes as discussed in Section 8.1.1. We provide a dialog for users 

to load business processes from specified directory as shown in Figure 8-7. 

Automatic Model Generation: Our UI generation tool automatically generates UI design 

models by applying predefined model transformation rules, task patterns, and UI design patterns. 

In addition, we allow users to use their own design patterns to generate UIs that are in 

conformance with application specific requirements. We provide a wizard for users to customize 

transformation rules and design patterns as shown in Figure 8-8. 

Usability Guided Model Transformation: To generate UIs in conformance with users‟ 

expectations, we incorporate users‟ expectations to our UI generation process. We first convert 

users‟ usability requirements to constraints on UI models and then use the identified constraints to 

evaluate impact of transformation rules on the usability of UI models. The evaluation results are 
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shown in a tree view for developers to preview and assess as shown in Figure 8-9. Using the tree 

view, developers can check usability evaluations of each business process. Once usability 

problems are identified, users can easily locate the causes of usability problems by reviewing the 

corresponding business processes. 

 

Figure 8-9: The tree view for showing usability evaluation results 

 

Figure 8-10: Examples of generated UIs 

Automatic Code Generation: Using presentation models, our UI generation tool can 

automatically generate UI code skeletons on a particular platform. In our prototype tool, we 

provide a collection of code templates for generating UIs on the Eclipse RCP platform. Once 

presentation models are generated, we combine the AIOs in the generated presentation models 
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with predefined code templates to generate UI code skeletons. The generated UI skeletons can be 

previewed using the testing tool shown in Figure 8-6. Figure 8-10 illustrates two examples of 

generated UI skeletons. 

8.3 Summary 

In this chapter, we walkthrough our prototype tools for generating software architecture and UIs 

from business processes. These prototype tools are used in our case studies to evaluate the 

effectiveness of our approach. 
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Chapter 9 

Case Studies 

In this chapter, we present our case studies to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed 

approaches. Our case studies consist of three parts: 1) evaluate the effectiveness of our approach 

in generating functional software architecture; 2) assess the effectiveness of our approach in 

optimizing the quality of software architecture; and 3) examine the effectiveness of our approach 

in improving usability of UIs. 

9.1 Evaluation of Functional Software Architecture 

9.1.1 Objectives 

Our approach uses clustering techniques to generate software architecture designs from business 

processes. A promising software clustering process needs to produce meaningful and consistent 

system decompositions [72]. The objectives of the case study are to evaluate the following 

aspects: 

1) Authoritativeness of the generated architecture. It regards the structural similarity between 

the generated architecture and an authoritative architecture design. One source of 

authoritative architecture designs is the architecture designed by expert architects. 

However, descriptions of such architecture designs are often difficult to find. A common 

source of authoritative architecture designs is to recover as-implemented architecture 

designs from documentations or existing source code. In our work, we use the as-

implemented architecture designs as authoritative designs and compare the generated 
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architecture with as-implemented software architecture designs to evaluate the 

authoritativeness of the generated architecture. 

2) Stability of our proposed approach. It concerns the persistence of the generated 

architecture when the business processes are evolved to reflect the changing requirements. 

We want to assess if our proposed approach can produce persistent architecture designs 

when the business processes are slightly evolved. 

3) Modularity of the generated architecture. Modularity is one of the internal quality 

attributes which can directly or indirectly affect the external quality attributes, such as 

maintainability and reusability [142]. We aim to produce architecture designs with high 

modularity which can leads better external quality attributes. 

4) The reduction of arbitrary decisions of the WCA algorithm. Arbitrary decisions are 

harmful to the quality of the clustering result and should be avoided. We record the 

number of arbitrary decisions that are made in the WCA algorithm and compare the 

number with those of the single linkage algorithm (SLA) and the complete linkage 

algorithm (CLA) to assess the effectiveness of the WCA algorithm in reducing the number 

of arbitrary decisions. 

To achieve the aforementioned objectives, we conduct the case study in five major steps: 

1) apply the WCA algorithm to generate software architecture designs from business 

processes of subject business systems and record the number of arbitrary decisions that are 

made in the generation process; 

2) apply SLA and CLA to generate software architecture and record the numbers of arbitrary 

decisions made; 
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3) compare the number of the arbitrary decisions made in WCA with those in SLA and CLA 

to evaluate the effectiveness of the WCA algorithm in reducing the number of arbitrary 

decisions; 

4) recover as-implemented software architecture designs from various sources (e.g., 

documentations or source code) of subject business systems; 

5) compare the generated software architecture with the as-implemented software 

architecture to assess the authoritativeness of our generated architecture; 

6) analyze the extent to which the generated software architecture is affected by changes in 

business processes to examine the stability of our proposed approach; 

7) evaluate the modularity of the generated software architecture. 

9.1.2 Subject Business Applications 

We evaluate our proposed approach on two large scale business systems: IBM WebSphere 

Commerce (WSC) server [48] and Opentaps [110]. The subject business systems are selected as 

representatives of different development domains: commercial systems and open source systems. 

9.1.2.1 IBM WSC Server 

IBM WSC server is a commercial platform for building e-commerce web sites and applications. 

This system implements business processes to support both B2B (business-to-business) and B2C 

(business-to-consumer) transactions. The business processes for the system are available online 

[48]. These business processes are classified to 5 categories. Table 9-1 shows descriptions of the 

functionalities encapsulated in business processes of the 5 categories. Table 9-2 lists the number 

of tasks, data items, roles, and business processes in each category of business processes specified 

in IBM WSC. All these business processes are modeled using WebSphere Business Modeler [47] 
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and stored as XML documents. We developed a business process parser to parse the XML 

documents and extract entities specified in our meta-model (shown in Figure 3-4). 

Table 9-1: Functionality of IBM WebSphere Commerce 

Category Description of functionality  

Marketing Facilitate marketing campaigns and activities 

Merchandise management Create, load, and manage products in online stores 

Order management Manage state of orders and components of orders 

Customer management Create and manage customer profiles and member resources 

Customer service Deliver services to customers 

Table 9-2: Numbers of entities in IBM WebSphere Commerce 

Category # Task # Data item # Role # Business process 

Marketing 69 14 3 8 

Merchandise management 66 24 6 24 

Order management 204 48 14 25 

Customer management 17 8 6 7 

Customer service 22 13 5 10 

9.1.2.2 Opentaps 

Opentaps is an open source system for enterprise resource planning (ERP) and customer 

relationship management (CRM). The system consists of 13 business applications for supporting 

various organizational business activities such as customer relationship management, warehouse 

and inventory management, supply chain management, and financial management. The business 
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processes of Opentaps are not published. In our case study, we automatically recover business 

processes from the source code of Opentaps using the Business Process Explorer (BPE) 

developed by Zou et al. [141]. The recovered business processes are specified using the format 

supported by WebSphere Business Modeler. The recovered business processes also maintain the 

mappings between tasks in the business processes and the corresponding source code. Table 9-3 

summarizes the functionalities of the 13 business applications. Table 9-4 lists the numbers of 

entities in each business application. 

Table 9-3: Functionality of Opentaps 

Category Description of functionality 

Accounting Manage agreements, invoices, fixed assets, and general ledger 

Content Administrate product contents, websites, blogging, and forums 

CRM Offer customer services 

Ecommerce Manage shopping cart 

Financial Handle account receivables and account payables 

Manufacturing Manage bill of materials, production tasks, and work orders 

Marketing Process customer segments and marketing campaigns 

Order Deal with orders, quotes, and customer requests 

Party Provide general party management 

Product Support product and catalog management 

Purchasing Manage supply chain 

Warehouse Track inventory 

Work effort Handle time sheets, events, and tasks 
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Table 9-4: Numbers of entities in Opentaps 

Category # Task # Data item # Role # Business process 

Accounting 143 47 5 69 

Content 126 34 4 53 

CRM 88 41 5 33 

Ecommerce 10 10 2 8 

Financial 52 24 2 18 

Manufacturing 34 20 2 21 

Marketing 31 9 3 19 

Order 78 41 5 22 

Party 85 24 5 23 

Product 119 65 4 60 

Purchasing 19 4 2 14 

Warehouse 47 14 3 24 

Work effort 49 7 2 21 

 

9.1.3 Experiment Design 

In this section, we describe the experiment design for evaluating authoritativeness, stability, and 

modularity of generated software architecture designs. 

9.1.3.1 Evaluation of Authoritativeness of the Generated Architecture 
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To assess the authoritativeness of the generated architecture, we compare our generated software 

architecture with the as-implemented software architecture. We manually recover architectural 

components to construct the as-implemented architecture. As studied by Tzerpos and Holt [133], 

the directory structure of an application designates its functional decomposition. We analyze 

directory structures of the subject systems and map each top level directory to an architectural 

component. We derive the directory structure of IBM WSC server from the documentations [48]. 

The directory structure of Opentaps is directly obtained from the source code [110]. In IBM 

WSC, a class identifier consists of various segments including the information for identifying the 

system, the packages, and the class name. For example, com.ibm.commerce.order.commands. 

OrderCreateCmdImpl designates a class used in IBM WSC. com.ibm.commerce identifies the 

system itself. order denotes a top level package that captures a major functionality of the system. 

Hence, we identify order as an architectural component. commands designates a sub-package of 

the order package and can be mapped to a sub-component of the order component. 

OrderCreateCmdImpl is the name of a class within the order component. 

In our generated software architecture, functionalities of components are described by tasks in 

business processes. To compare our generated software architecture with the as-implemented 

software architecture, we need to describe functionalities of as-implemented components in the 

same way. Therefore, we further analyze relationships among directories, classes, and tasks to 

identify tasks captured in as-implemented software components. As aforementioned, IBM WSC 

server is a commercial platform without available source code. By consulting the architects from 

IBM WSC server, each task in a business process is implemented by a command class in the 

code. We use the naming convention of the classes to recover the corresponding tasks in the 

business processes. For the example of a class, OrderCreateCmdImpl, Create Order corresponds 
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to the name of the task, Create Order; and CmdImpl indicates the class is the implementation of a 

task command. Opentaps is an open source software system with available source code. We use 

the BPE tool [141] to automatically recover tasks from source code of Opentaps. 
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A and B are two software architecture designs. mno(A,B) represents the minimum number of 

move and join operations required for changing A to B. max(mno(    A, B)) denotes the 

maximum distance to the partition B.



 

To evaluate the authoritativeness of the generated architecture, we use the MoJoFM metric 

[143] to compare the generated software architecture designs and the as-implemented architecture 

designs. The metric counts the number of operations required to change from one software 

architecture design to another. The definition of the MoJoFM metric is shown in equation (9-1). 

The metric counts the number of operations required to make one architecture design the same as 

another. Large numbers of operations indicate high refactoring effort and reveal a low structural 

similarity between the two versions of software architecture. Two types of operations are used to 

change software architecture designs: move and join. A move operation moves one task from a 

component to another. A join operation merges two components to form a new component. The 

value of MoJoFM is bounded between 0 and 100%. 0 means that two software architecture 

designs are completely different and 100% indicates that two software architecture designs are 

exactly the same. 

9.1.3.2 Evaluation of Stability of the Generated Architecture 

In the business domain, business processes are subjected to changes due to new business 

requirements or business process optimization activities (e.g., removing bottlenecks and 
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inconsistency) in the business process design. The minor changes, such as task addition, removal 

or merging two separated tasks into one, do not have significant impact on the structure of 

software architecture. In another words, the software architecture needs to be persistent after the 

changes applied to business processes. Therefore, we examine the stability of the architecture 

designs by comparing the architecture generated from the initial business processes with the ones 

generated from the changed business processes. 
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A and B are two software architecture designs. mno(A,B) represents the minimum number of 

move and join operations required for changing A to B. max(mno(    A, B)) denotes the 

maximum distance to the partition B.



 

To conduct the stability study, we introduce changes to business processes. It is challenging to 

enumerate all possible changes in business processes. Instead, we use a random process to 

introduce disturbances to business processes. To design such a random process, we need to know 

the types of potential changes and the appropriate amount of the changes for each type. As 

studied by Tzerpos and Holt [134], a clustering result (i.e., the generated architecture) can be 

affected by four types of changes: task addition, task deletion, connector (i.e., the control and data 

transition between tasks) addition, and connector deletion. Other changes, such as modification of 

task names, and modification of data items have no impact on the generated software architecture, 

since our clustering process is independent of task names and the internal structures of data items. 

Moreover, the four types of changes happen with different frequencies. To ensure that the random 

process correctly reflects practical changes, we assign different weights (shown in Table 9-5) to 

the four types of changes as suggested by Tzerpos and Holt [134]. 
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Table 9-5: A summary of changes in the stability study 

Change type Weight Number of Changes of IBM 

WSC (Total number of 

tasks=378) 

Number of Changes of 

Opentaps (Total number of 

tasks=881) 

Task addition 50% 378×1%×50% ≈ 2 881×1%×50% ≈ 5 

Task deletion 25% 378×1%×25% ≈ 1 881×1%×25% ≈ 3 

Connector addition 15% 378×1%×15% ≈ 1 881×1%×15% ≈ 1 

Connector deletion 10% 378×1%×10% ≈ 1 881×1%×10% ≈ 1 

Total 100% 5 10 

N is the number of tasks in a business application. 

In the stability study, we consider only slight changes in business processes. Similar to the 

work by Tzerpos and Holt [134], we use 1% of changes in the functionally as a magnitude of 

slight changes. The tasks in business processes capture the functionality. Therefore, the total 

functionality is evaluated using the total number of tasks in business processes. If our approach 

for generating architecture is stable, then 1% of functionality changes in the business processes 

result in no more than 1% differences in the generated software architecture [134]. To compare 

software architecture designs generated before and after the changes, we use the MoJoFM metric 

to compare the structural differences between both architecture designs (as illustrated in equation 

(9-2)). Table 9-5 summarizes the weights for each type of changes and the number of changes 

made to the business processes. Changes in different parts of business processes can affect the 

result software architecture designs differently. Hence, we repeated 1000 times of the study. Each 

time, we randomly introduce different changes. 

Dramatic changes, such as removal of entire business processes, are not considered in our case 

study. When dramatic changes are made, a new architecture would be needed to accommodate 
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the changes. In this case, we concern the authoritativeness of the generated software architecture, 

rather than the persistency of the generated software architecture. 

9.1.3.3 Evaluation of Modularity, Cohesion, and Coupling of the Generated Architecture 

Cohesion and coupling have been used as indicators of modularity for a long time 

[7][49][50][120][104]. Fenton and Melton [104] presented a metric to measure coupling of 

software designs. The equation (9-3) shows the metric for evaluating the coupling of two 

software components, x and y. In the equation, i is a number that denotes the level of coupling 

and n is the number of inter-connections between the two components, x and y. Since the average 

of coupling levels does not have a practical meaning, Fenton and Melton suggest using the 

median of component coupling values to evaluate the coupling of a software architecture. In our 

work, the generated software architectures are enriched with information on tasks and data items 

specified in business processes. This information provides detailed description of the 

functionalities and data structures of software components. Hence, we apply the metric shown in 

Equation (9-3) to assess the coupling of the generated software architecture by analyzing task and 

data transitions among generated software components. 

1
),(




n

n
iyxM   (9-3) 

x and y are two software components. i is the level of coupling. n is the number of inter-

connections between the two components x and y.
 

We apply the Module Cohesiveness (MC) metric presented by Bieman and Kang [74] to 

measure cohesion of software components. The metrics assess cohesion of a software component 

by analyzing dependencies among interface data (i.e., inputs and outputs) of a software 

component. In our work, connectors among software components are generated from transitions 
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among tasks in business processes. Data items capture information exchanged among tasks. 

Hence, we identify inputs and outputs for software component by analyzing task transitions 

across software components and data items along with these task transitions. For the inter-

component task transition shown Figure 9-1, we identify d as an output of the component, 

Component A, and as an input of the component, Component B. 

Component A

Task x... Task y ...

Component B

Data item d

 

Figure 9-1: An inter-component task transition 
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Ci is the connectivity of the ith interface data item. Ni is the number of output data items with 

which the ith interface data item has dependence relation. O is the total number of output 

data items of the software component.
 

The metric MC assesses the average connectivity among interface data in a software 

component as illustrated in Equation (9-4). In the equation, Ci is the connectivity of the i
th

 

interface data. Ci is defined as the ratio of the number of outputs that the i
th

 interface data affect 

and the total number of outputs of the software component m. A high MC value indicates that 

interface data of a software component are strongly correlated. Such a software component 

presents high cohesion. In this case study, we use the MC metric to compare the cohesion of the 

generated software architecture and the as-implemented software architecture. To acquire an 
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overall evaluation of the cohesion of a software architecture, we calculate the mean value of 

component MC values to provide a summary of the MC values. 

9.1.3.4 Evaluation of the Reduction Arbitrary Decisions 

In this case study, we compare the WCA algorithm with the SLA algorithm and the CLA 

algorithm. SLA and CLA are two commonly used hierarchical clustering algorithms in software 

engineering [129]. The difference between SLA and CLA lies in the rule that is used to update the 

similarity between the newly generated clusters and existing clusters. We denote the similarity 

between two clusters Cx and Cy as sim(Cx, Cy). If a cluster Cxy is created by merging two clusters 

Cx and Cy, the similarity between an existing cluster Ci and the newly created cluster Cxy, sim(Ci, 

Cxy), is the larger value of sim (Ci, Cx) and sim (Ci, Cy) in SLA. sim(Ci, Cxy) is the smaller value of 

sim (Ci, Cx) and sim (Ci, Cy) in CLA. Table 9-6 shows a summary of the updating rules of SLA 

and CLA. In this case study, we apply SLA and CLA to group data items in business processes 

and record the numbers of arbitrary decisions made in the two algorithms. Then, we compare the 

number of arbitrary decisions in WCA with those in SLA and CLA to evaluate the effectiveness 

of WCA in reducing the number of arbitrary decisions. 

Table 9-6: Updating rules of SLA and CLA 

Clustering algorithm Updating rule 

SLA sim (Ci, Cxy)=Max(sim(Ci, Cx), sim(Ci,Cy)) 

CLA sim (Ci, Cxy)=Min(sim(Ci, Cx), sim(Ci,Cy)) 

The similarity between two clusters can be calculated using numerous similarity measures as 

summarized in [129]. It has been observed that the Jaccard measure [144] shown in equation (9-

5) give good results for software clustering [107][129]. For two clusters Cx and Cy, a is the 
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number of features (e.g., an input data item) that both software components present. b is the 

number of features that present in Cx but are absent in Cy. c is the number of features that absent 

in Cx but present in Cy. In this case study, we use the Jaccard measure to calculate the similarities 

among data items in business processes. 

cba

a
CCJ

yx


),(    (9-5) 

Cx and Cy are two clusters. a is the number of features that both Cx and Cy present. b is the 

number of features that Cx presents but Cy absents. c is the number of features that Cx 

absents but Cy presents.
 

9.1.4 Comparison of As-implemented and Generated Software Architecture 

In this section, we give a brief introduction of software architecture designs recovered and 

generated in our case study. 

9.1.4.1 Software Architecture Designs of IBM WSC 

MarketingCatalog

Order Member

Tools

Component ConnectorLegends:
 

Figure 9-2: The as-implemented software architecture of IBM WSC 

To identify the as-implemented software architecture, we study the documentation for the IBM 

WSC and the APIs provided by IBM WSC server. The documentation describes the functional 

decomposition of the entire system. Figure 9-2 illustrates the subsystems in IBM WSC and their 
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relations. We identify components for each subsystem by studying the documentation for the 

packages and the classes within a package. Figure 9-3 shows more detailed architecture by 

grouping functionally similar packages into a component within a subsystem. As shown in Figure 

9-3, each component captures a primary functionality of IBM WSC server. The name of each 

component is summarized by studying the functionality of software packages. For example, the 

Tools subsystem provides a set of utility operations to find data items from the databases or create 

input data items. We have developed a prototype tool to generate software architectures using 

business processes of IBM WSC. The generated software architecture is shown in Figure 9-4. 

Return

Payment

Inventory

Order

Catalog

Tools

Campaign

Member

Marketing

Catalog

Member

MarketingTools

Order

Component Connector
 

Figure 9-3: An in-depth view of the as-implemented software architecture of IBM WSC 

The name of a generated component is identified by studying the description of tasks specified 

in business processes. An underlined label in Figure 9-3 and Figure 9-4 illustrates the 

corresponding subsystem which contains the functionally similar components. We assign the 

same name to the similar components in both architectures. For example, both Figure 9-3 and 

Figure 9-4 have a component named, Order. This indicates that the two components capture the 

same primary functionality. However, this does not indicate that tasks contained in both 
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components are identical. We attach a prime sign on the name of each generated component to 

differentiate generated components from as-implemented components. For example, order 

processing is closely related to payment handling in IBM WSC, therefore, we group payment 

handling tasks and order processing tasks into one component, Order‟ in the generated 

architecture to improve cohesion and reduce coupling in the generated software architecture. 

Moreover, the differences in the two architectures can be observed by comparing connectors in 

Figure 9-3 and Figure 9-4. The generated software architecture shown in Figure 9-4 contains 

fewer connectors than the as-implemented software architecture shown in Figure 9-3. Hence, we 

envision that our generated software architecture present lower coupling than the as-implemented 

software architecture. 

Tools‟

Component Connector

Shipping‟

Inventory‟

Order‟

Catalog‟

Campaign‟

Marketing‟

Order

Tools

Member

Catalog
Marketing

Member‟

 

Figure 9-4: The generated software architecture of IBM WSC 

9.1.4.2 Software Architecture Designs of Opentaps 

We use our prototype tool to generate a software architecture design from the recovered business 

processes of Opentaps. Figure 9-5 shows the as-implemented software architecture of Opentaps. 
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Connectors between components are identified from transitions among tasks. Figure 9-6 

illustrates the generated software architecture. Comparing Figure 9-5 and Figure 9-6, we find that 

the generated software architecture contains fewer components than the as-implemented software 

architecture. Two pairs of components, (Party, CRM) and (Ecommerce, Order), in the as-

implemented software architecture are merged in the generated software architecture. A new 

component, Invoice, is created from tasks related to invoice processing within the as-implemented 

component, Accounting. Tasks related to shipment are grouped to form a new component, 

Shipment. Tasks in the component, Purchasing, in the as-implemented software architecture are 

distributed to the Catalog component and the Shipment component in the generated software 

architecture. 

Marketing
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Party Financial

Order

Warehouse Accounting
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Figure 9-5: The as-implemented software architecture of Opentaps 
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Figure 9-6: The generated software architecture of Opentaps 

9.1.5 Analysis of Experiment Results 

9.1.5.1 Result of Authoritativeness Evaluation of the Generated Architecture 

We calculate the MoJoFM value to evaluate the structural similarity between as-implemented 

architecture designs and generated software architecture designs. Table 9-7 lists the results of 

structural similarity of both architecture designs for each subject application. As shown in Table 

9-7, the MoJoFM value is 72% for IBM WSC. It indicates that 28% of tasks in the as-

implemented software architecture are moved to form the generated software architecture. The 

MoJoFM value is 76% for Opentaps. This value shows that 24% of tasks in the as-implemented 

architecture are moved to produce the generated software architecture. As discussed by Wen and 
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Tzerpos [143], such values are desirable and show that the components generated by our 

proposed approach are consistent with the as-implemented architectures. 

Table 9-7: Results of authoritativeness and stability studies 

Application Authoritativeness Stability 

IBM WSC 72% 96% 

Opentaps 76% 93% 

9.1.5.2 Result of Stability Evaluation of the Generated Architecture 

The stability of the generated architecture is evaluated and the results are listed in Table 9-7. As 

reported in [134], the clustering process can generate persistent software architecture when at 

least 80% software architecture designs are structurally similar. In our study, the stability value is 

96% and 93% among 1000 times of random changes for IBM WSC and Opentaps, respectively. 

The results indicate that our approach can produce persistent software architecture designs given 

1% of functionality changes in business processes. 

9.1.5.3 Result of Modularity Evaluation of the Generated Architecture 

Table 9-8: Results of the modularity study 

 IBM WSC Opentaps 

As-implemented Generated As-implemented Generated 

Cohesion 0.49 0.74 0.34 0.90 

Coupling 3.83 3.75 3.86 3.86 

We measure cohesion and coupling to evaluate the modularity of as-implemented and generated 

software architectures. Table 9-8 lists coupling and cohesion values of IBM WSC and Opentaps. 
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From Table 9-8, we can observe that our approach can significantly improve the cohesion of 

software architecture. The mean cohesion values are 0.49 and 0.34 for the as-implemented 

software architectures of the two subject systems. Such values indicate that the majority of 

interface data do not have dependence relation with outputs of software components. Hence, the 

cohesion in both as-implemented software architectures is lower. The mean cohesion values are 

0.74 and 0.90 for the two generated software architecture, respectively. This indicates that the 

majority of interface data have higher dependence relation with outputs of software components. 

Therefore, applying our approach can greatly improve the cohesion of software architecture. The 

median coupling values are 3.83 and 3.86 for the as-implemented software architectures of the 

two subject systems. 3 indicates that the level of coupling is control coupling. 0.83 and 0.86 are 

strengths of control coupling in as-implemented software architectures. The coupling strength is 

reduced in the generated software architecture of IBM WSC but is remained the same in that of 

Opentaps. Considering that the number of components is reduced in the generated software 

architecture of Opentaps, we deem that such a coupling value is still promising and our approach 

can reduce the coupling of software architecture. 

With high cohesion and low coupling, components can be easily understood, implemented, 

and changed with little effect on other components. Therefore, increasing cohesion and 

decreasing coupling can reduce the development cost for applications and improve external 

quality attributes, such as maintainability, reusability, and flexibility [15][45]. 

9.1.5.4 Result of the Reduction of Arbitrary Decisions 

We record the numbers of arbitrary decisions that are made in the three clustering algorithms as 

listed in Table 9-9. As shown in Table 9-9, we observe that WCA makes fewer arbitrary decisions 

than SLA and CLA. WCA makes 4 arbitrary decisions for both subject systems. SLA makes 11 
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arbitrary decisions for IBM WSC and 5 arbitrary decisions for Opentaps. CLA makes 19 and 22 

arbitrary decisions for IBM WSC and Opentaps, respectively. Therefore, we can conclude that 

WCA is more effective in reducing information loss and decreasing arbitrary decisions. 

Table 9-9: Arbitrary decisions made in the three algorithms 

Subject system WCA SLA CLA 

IBM WSC 4 11 19 

Opentaps 4 5 22 

9.1.6 Threats to Validity 

We discuss the influences that might threat the validity of our case study. We assess three types 

of threats to validity: construct validity, internal validity, and external validity. 

Construct validity concerns whether the selected metrics are appropriate for the purpose of 

our case study [34]. A common technique to evaluating a clustering algorithm is to compare its 

output with an authoritative clustering result [143]. MoJoFM is a metric specifically designed to 

compare the structural similarity of two clustering results. Cohesion and coupling are the major 

concerns in the modularization stage of a software system. The MQ metric is used to evaluate the 

modularity of software architecture. However, both metrics are relative measures and their 

effectiveness depends heavily on the quality of the benchmark software architecture. Although 

the success of IBM WSC and Opentaps ensures that their software architectures are well-

designed, we cannot assure that the software architectures are optimal. In the future, we plan to 

further evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed approach by comparing the generated software 

architecture with expert decompositions created by other software architects. Moreover, we 

assume that the possible changes in business processes are less than 1% in a couple of days. The 
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1% magnitude is suggested by Tzerpos and Holt [134] based on their experience. We plan to 

study more changes and figure out the threshold of the changes that would affect the stability. 

Threats to internal validity are factors that can affect the accuracy of our observations [34]. 

We predict interactions among components from transitions among tasks in our case study. 

However, the mapping between task transitions and component interactions may not necessarily 

one to one mappings. In the implementation stage, one task transition might be mapped to 

multiple interactions among components (e.g., a handshake process in network protocols). 

Moreover, one component interaction can be implemented as multiple interactions among tasks. 

In the future, we aim to further assess the effectiveness of our approach by clarifying the 

coherence between task transitions and component interactions. 

Threats to external validity are factors that can hinder the generalization of our conclusion 

[34]. We conduct our experiment on IBM WSC and Opentaps. The success of the two systems 

can ensure that they can be considered as representatives from the business application domain. 

We envision that our approach can be customized to generate software architecture for other 

business applications. However, we plan to further assess the generality of our approach by 

investigating the feasibility of our approach in generating software architectures from the 

business processes specified for other domains. 

9.2 Evaluation of Optimized Software Architecture 

9.2.1 Objective and Experiment Design 

In this case study, we aim to examine the effectiveness of our proposed approach in optimizing 

the modifiability of software architecture. To achieve this objective, we conduct our case study in 

four major steps: 
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1) generate functional software architecture designs by analyzing dependencies among tasks 

and data items in the subject business processes described in Section 9.1.2; 

2) apply the three-tier software architectural style to optimize the modifiability of the 

functional software architecture designs; 

3) evaluate the modifiability of the two versions of software architecture; 

4) compare the modifiability before and after the optimization. 

9.2.2 Comparison of Functional and Optimized Software Architecture 

In this section, we give a brief introduction of functional and optimized software architecture 

designs in our case study. 

9.2.2.1 Software Architecture Designs of IBM WSC 
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Figure 9-7: The three-tier software architecture of IBM WSC 
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Figure 9-3 and Figure 9-7 show the two versions of software architecture of IBM WSC, 

respectively. Figure 9-3 illustrates the initial functional software architecture that is generated by 

decomposing the functionality specified in subject business processes. Each component captures 

a set of functionally similar tasks. Interactions among the components are identified from the 

control flows and data flows between tasks. For example, the component, Tools, encapsulates a 

collection of utility tasks for accessing data repositories or external data. The component, Order, 

encloses the tasks for creating and manipulating orders. Figure 9-7 shows the three-tier software 

architecture produced by applying the three-tier architectural style to the initial architecture 

shown in Figure 9-3. By breaking the architecture into three tiers, we aim to reduce couplings 

among components and improve the modifiability of the business application. 

9.2.2.2 Software Architecture Designs of Opentaps 
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Figure 9-8: The three-tier software architecture of Opentaps 
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Figure 9-6 and Figure 9-8 illustrate the functional software architecture and the three-tier 

software architecture of Opentaps, respectively. The functional software architecture shown in 

Figure 9-6 is generated by analyzing dependencies among tasks and data items specified in 

business processes of Opentaps. The three-tier software architecture in Figure 9-8 is produced by 

applying the three-tier software architecture to optimize the modifiability of the functional 

software architecture shown in Figure 9-6. 

Table 9-10: Metric values of IBM WSC 

Metric Functional SA Three-tier SA Improvement 

Median 

function point 

368 231 37.2% 

Cohesion (Procedural cohesion, 

0.0467) 

(Procedural cohesion, 

0.0646) 

38.3% 

Coupling (Common coupling, 0.0111) (Common coupling, 0.0023) 79.4% 

(Control coupling, 0.0024) (Control coupling, 0.0009) 62.5% 

(Data structured coupling, 

0.0024) 

(Data structured coupling, 

0.0005) 

79.2% 

N/A (Message coupling, 0.0238) N/A 

9.2.3 Analysis of Experiment Results 

Table 9-10 and Table 9-11 show the modifiability values of the two versions of software 

architecture of IBM WSC and Opentaps, respectively. Each row of the two tables shows the 

results of a metric. Column 2 and Column 3 illustrates metric results corresponding to the initial 
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functional software architecture and the three-tier software architecture, respectively. Column 4 

shows the improvement rate in the metric result after applying the quality optimization 

transformation. As shown in Table 9-10 and Table 9-11, we observe the following: 

Table 9-11: Metric values of Opentaps 

Metric Functional SA Three-tier SA Improvement 

Median 

function point 

281 165 41.3% 

Cohesion (Procedural cohesion, 

0.1134) 

(Procedural cohesion, 

0.1581) 

39.4% 

Coupling (Common coupling,0.0111) (Common coupling, 0.0034) 69.4% 

(Control coupling, 0.0022) (Control coupling, 0.0007) 68.2% 

(Data structured coupling, 

0.0018) 

(Data structured coupling, 

0.0004) 

77.8% 

N/A (Message coupling, 0.0119) N/A 

1) The numbers of function points in the three-tier architecture designs are reduced. We use the 

median of function points to assess the functionality distribution among components. 

Components in the three-tier software architecture designs have fewer function points than 

those in the functional software architecture designs. It indicates that components in the 

three-tier software architecture designs are simpler than those in the functional software 

architecture designs. 

2) The cohesion levels in both versions of software architecture are procedural cohesion. 

However, the strength of procedural cohesion of the three-tier architecture is 0.0646 in IBM 
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WSC and 0.1581 in Opentaps. Such values are higher than those of the functional software 

architecture designs. 

3) Both versions of software architecture designs present common coupling, control coupling, 

and data structured coupling. The coupling strengths of IBM WSC are 0.0023, 0.0009, and 

0.0005, respectively. The coupling strengths of Opentaps are 0.0034, 0.0007, and 0.0004, 

respectively. All of these values are lower than those of the functional software architecture 

designs. This indicates that the three-tier software architecture designs have lower coupling 

than the functional software architecture designs. In addition, the three-tier software 

architecture designs further reduce coupling among components by introducing a new low 

level coupling, message coupling. We use N/A to denote that the functional software 

architecture designs do not present the message coupling. The introduction of message 

coupling can greatly improve the modifiability of the three-tier software architecture [40]. 

As shown in Table 9-10 and Table 9-11, we conclude that the three-tier software architecture 

designs are more modifiable than the functional software architecture designs. 

9.3 Usability Evaluation 

9.3.1 Objectives 

The objectives of this case study are two-fold: 

1) Evaluate the effectiveness of our approach in improving the usability of existing UIs. UIs 

of business application are often designed from the perspective of the IT personnel and 

lack navigational and contextual support [145]. Such UIs are difficult for users to learn 

and use. Our approach helps to improve the usability of existing UIs by generating 

navigational and contextual guidance information from business processes. In this case 
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study, we conduct a usability study to examine the effectiveness of our approach in 

improving the usability of existing UIs. 

2) Evaluate the effectiveness of our approach in generating UIs with desired usability. Our 

approach provides assistance in generating UIs to support new business processes. Our 

approach identifies functional requirements to be implemented by UIs and use 

intermediate models with increasing details to generate UIs from business processes as 

discussed in Chapter 6. To generate UIs in conformance with specified usability 

requirements, we apply usability goal models to guide the generation process and apply 

UI design guidelines and patterns to optimize the usability of generated UIs. In this case 

study, we conduct a usability study to assess the effectiveness of our approach in 

generating UIs with desired usability. 

9.3.2 Subject Business Application 

The business application evaluated in our usability studies is a sales center application that is an 

early version of a tool being developed for commercial release. This application provides full 

functionality for a customer service representative (CSR) to interact with customers and sell 

products over the phone. However, usability of the application‟s UIs is not optimal, especially to 

novice users. Generally, CSRs have limited computer experience. Call centers usually experience 

high turnover rates among CSRs. Therefore, many CSRs can be considered as novice users. In 

this case, the usability of the UI is a critical issue due to the high cost of training the large number 

of novice users. 

9.3.3 Study Subjects 

As pointed out by Virzi [146] and Jacobsen et al. [147], four to five users are sufficient to a 

usability study. We recruit 12 users with different levels of experience for the first usability study. 
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Table 9-12 gives an overview of the study subjects. All of the subjects use computers on a regular 

basis and are familiar with graphical UIs since they use such interfaces to perform daily activities 

such as checking e-mails, browsing the Internet, and shopping online. 

Table 9-12: Breakdown of users 

Group name Experience Number of users 

Expert Experience users who have used the existing UIs for 

over one year. 

2 

Novice-Tutorial Novice users who take a 15 minutes tutorial. 5 

Novice-NoTutorial First time users who did not receive any tutorial or 

guidance. 

5 

Since users with different backgrounds can evaluate UIs differently, we invite both expert 

users and novice users to compare our generated UIs with existing UIs. More specifically, we 

invite two users who have used the existing UIs for over 1 year as expert users. The expert users 

were also involved in our research project and understood the features of the generated UIs. We 

invite 10 graduate students in computer engineering and computer science as novice users. The 

novice users have no prior experience of using either of the UIs. We randomly select five users 

(Novice-Tutorial) in the novice group and give them a 15 min tutorial on both the generated and 

the existing UIs. The remaining five novice users do not receive a tutorial (Novice-NoTutorial). 

In the tutorial, we step through both versions of the UI and demonstrate how we fulfill all of the 

scenarios used in our study to the Novice-Tutorial group. At each step, we explain the 

information required for the user to perform a task and demonstrate the results expected after the 

fulfillment of each task. The tutorial is designed to give the five novice users more guidance in 

using the UIs. During the experiments, an observer sits beside the users and records the major 
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problems that they encountered and the length of time required for performing the various 

scenarios. 

In the second usability study, we invite 6 graduate students in computer science to evaluate 

generated UIs using a standard questionnaire. These users have the same backgrounds to the 

novice users in the first usability study. 6 usability evaluation sessions are conducted to evaluate 

the usability of the generated UIs. Each user evaluates the generated UIs in an individual session. 

At the beginning of each session, we give a description of tasks that users need to accomplish and 

explain questions in the questionnaire to users. Users are given 1 hour to accomplish specified 

tasks using the generated UIs. Then, users are asked to evaluate the generated UIs using the 

IsoMetrics
s 
[80] questionnaire as shown in the Appendix. 

9.3.4  Experiment Procedures 

In the first usability study, we ask the users to carry out three different scenarios using the two 

versions of UIs. Users need to perform one or two business processes in each scenario. A 

summary of the scenarios is listed in Table 9-13. We use the Manage customer profile and Create 

order business processes in the scenarios. The Manage customer profile is a simple process 

which contains five tasks. The Create order is a more complex scenario which contains 15 tasks. 

A detailed description of these two processes is specified as follows: 

 The Manage customer profile business process describes the tasks for managing a 

customer‟s profile. To keep a customer‟s profile up to date, a CSR often conducts this 

business process while performing other business processes related to the customer. 

Specifically, a CSR first finds a customer profile and views the past contact history of the 

customer. Depending on the customer‟s status, a CSR can update a customer‟s profile. In 

the end, a CSR may attach comments to the profile. 
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 The Create order business process specifies tasks for a CSR to create an order for a 

customer. First, a CSR obtains the customer‟s data during a phone conversation and 

searches for the customer‟s record. If the customer has a record in the system, the CSR 

will follow a sequence of tasks to place an order for the customer. Otherwise, the CSR 

creates a new record for the customer and places the order for the customer. Placing the 

order involves finding products, adding products to the shopping cart, and selecting a 

shipping address. 

Table 9-13: Summary of tasks performed in each scenario 

Number of scenario Used business processes Number of tasks 

1 Manage customer profile 5 

2 Create order 15 

3 Manage customer profile, Create order 20 

These two business processes were combined to create three different scenarios: 

Scenario 1. Users perform a simple business process, namely, the Manage customer profile 

process. To fulfill this business process in the existing UIs, users need to switch between the 

menus and the UI components a few times to locate the UI components for the different tasks in 

the process. We want to evaluate whether users prefer the strict processing order in the generated 

UIs. The strict order guides users in performing a business process while limiting them to specific 

alternative paths. 

Scenario 2. Users perform a complex business process, namely, the Create order process, 

which contains more tasks and control flow structures. Using this business process, we want to 

evaluate the effect of dynamically hiding, viewing, opening, and closing UI components, and the 

usage of the “next” button for guiding users through tasks in a complex business process. 
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Scenario 3. The user simultaneously performs two different instances of the Manage customer 

profile and Create order processes. For the generated UIs, supporting viewers (that is, a non-

editable window) such as promotions viewers are only visible when the user is working on an 

instance of the Create order business process. The promotions viewer is hidden when the user is 

working on an instance of the Manage customer profile process. Similarly, the customer‟s profile 

information viewer is only displayed when the user is working on an instance of the Manage 

customer profile process. Therefore, the correct UI components are displayed according to the 

context of the running process instances. In this scenario, we want to evaluate if our generated 

UIs can help users manage multiple process instances simultaneously. 

In the second usability study, we apply a standard questionnaire to evaluate the usability of 

generated UIs. A pilot study shows that the majority of windows are reused across business 

processes. Hence, it is possible to evaluate all windows by choosing a collection of representative 

business processes. Moreover, the pilot study illustrates that it takes more than one day to conduct 

an exhaustive usability study on UIs of the sales center application. Such evaluation involves a 

large amount of duplicated evaluation of reused windows. To save users‟ efforts, we choose a 

collection of representative business processes as subject business processes to conduct the 

questionnaire based usability study. More specifically, our choice of subject business processes is 

motivated by the following factors: 

1) UIs of these business processes covers instances of all task patterns; 

2) The subject business processes are frequently used to deliver services to customers; 

3) The subject business processes represent business processes at various complexity levels. 

Eventually, we select the four business processes shown in Table 9-14 as subject business 

processes of this experiment. UIs of the chosen business processes can be evaluated in 4 hours. 
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Table 9-14 summarizes the number of tasks in each subject business process. Table 9-15 shows 

the rules and patterns that we used for generating UIs with high learnability. 

Table 9-14: The numbers of tasks in chosen business processes 

Business process Name Number of tasks 

BP1 Change customer order 3 

BP2 Manage customer profile 5 

BP3 Place order 13 

BP4 Create quote 24 

1) The business process, Change customer order, describes tasks for CSRs to remove errors 

in orders. CSRs first locate the order with errors and then update the order as required to 

remove errors or obsolete data. Finally, CSRs submit the order for processing. 

2) The business process, Manage customer profile, contains tasks for CSRs to update 

existing customers‟ personal information and status. CSRs first find a customer using the 

name of the customer and then check the customers‟ contact history to learn what kind of 

update is required. CSRs can update customers‟ personal information or customers‟ status. 

3) The business process, Place order, is composed of tasks for CSRs to buy products. At 

first, CSRs find products according to customers‟ requirement. Then, CSRs create an 

order and enter customers‟ payment information and shipping information. Finally, CSRs 

submit the order for processing. CSRs can also record customers‟ comments using tasks in 

this business process. 

4) The business process, Create quote, is comprised of tasks for CSRs to construct quotes for 

customers. The business process allows CSRs to transform orders to quotes, create quotes 
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by adapting previous quotes, and create quotes from scratch. Created quotes are saved in 

the database. 

Table 9-15: A summary of rules and patterns for generating UIs with high learnability 

Process Task model  Dialog model Presentation model 

BP1 Role rule, Manual task rule, 

Data sharing rule 

Data window rule Input task pattern, Find task 

pattern, Action task pattern 

BP2 Role rule, Branch rule, 

Manual task rule 

Data window rule Input task pattern, Output task 

pattern, Find task pattern, Action 

task pattern 

BP3 Role rule, Data sharing 

rule, Optional task rule 

Data window rule Input task pattern, Output task 

pattern, Find task pattern, Browse 

task pattern, Action task pattern 

BP4 Role rule, Branch rule, 

Data sharing rule, Manual 

task rule, Optional task rule 

Data window rule Input task pattern, Output task 

pattern, Find task pattern, Browse 

task pattern, Action task pattern 

9.3.5 Evaluating Usability 

9.3.5.1 Evaluation Criteria for Usability 

For the first usability study, we apply our approach to enhance the usability of UIs of a business 

application which is fully developed. Users can perform tasks using functionalities provided in 

the business application. Hence, we use a set of usability metrics to quantitatively assess each of 

these usability attributes. More specifically, usability is measured in terms of the following 

attributes: error rate, memorability, efficiency, user satisfaction, and learnability. 
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Error rate measures the rate of cancellation and system rejection. We record the number of 

times that a user cancels a UI component such as a window or a dialog when trying to locate the 

UI component needed to perform a task in a business process. We also track the number of times 

that the application rejects a user‟s selection of a UI component. Each rejection is indicated by a 

warning message. For example, if a user submits an order without providing the payment 

information, then the system would reject the submission and shows a warning message. We 

measure the number of cancellations and system rejections for each user after a scenario is 

completed. To compare different scenarios, we normalize the error rate over the total number of 

tasks performed in a scenario. UIs with low error rates are desirable. 

Memorability can be measured by using retention over time [9]. In practice, help and feedback 

prompts are used for improving the memorability of a UI. We adapt two metrics to evaluate 

memorability: the percentage of tasks that a user requests for help while fulfilling the business 

processes (Help%) and a mean recognition score (MRS) [21][94]. The Help% metric is derived 

by measuring the number of times that an application displays a context specific help messages 

that is triggered by the user requesting help. The number is divided by the total number of tasks in 

a scenario. UIs with high memorability have low Help%. MRS determines the accuracy with 

which an application can automatically prompt users with the correct dialogs or windows while 

users are performing consecutive tasks. MRS is produced by counting the number of correctly 

prompted dialogs or windows. We normalize the MRS by dividing it by the total number of tasks 

in a scenario. A high MRS indicates that UIs have high memorability since users need to 

memorize fewer UI features. 

Efficiency can be measured directly by using the time needed for a user to complete a business 

process (that is, elapsed time) or indirectly by measuring the performance of a user. Kamm et al. 
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[21] propose that high learnability, low memorability, and low error rate have a positive impact 

on the performance. For example, requesting help has a negative impact on the performance. We 

measure the performance of the user by using equation (9-7), which is proposed by Kamm et al. 

[21]: 

Performance=0.25*MRS+0.33*SuccessRate+0.33*Help%  (9-7) 

MRS is the Mean Recognition Score, SuccessRate refers to the rate of successfully completed tasks, 
and Help% measures the percentage of tasks that a user requests help while performing a scenario.  

User satisfaction is a subjective measure of the comfort and acceptability of use by users. To 

provide data on user satisfaction, users in our study completed the following short survey. We 

indicate the rationale for asking each question in brackets. The users were not shown the rationale 

for the questions. The survey contains the following questions: 

 Were the UI components needed to launch a business process easy to locate? (process list 

performance) 

 Did the system provide the information that you want to see? (context awareness 

performance) 

 In the interaction, was it easy to locate the next UI component to perform the task that 

you want? (ease of navigation) 

 During the interaction, did you know what you can do at each point of the interaction? 

(user‟s knowledge of the UI) 

 Did the system work as you expect? (expected system behavior) 

 Would you use the system regularly in the future? (future use) 

The survey has multiple-choice Likert scale responses ranging over values such as almost 

never, rarely, sometimes, often, and almost always. To produce a numerical score, each survey 

response is mapped into the range of 1 to 5, with five representing the greatest degree of 
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satisfaction. All of the responses are summed up to produce a user satisfaction measure which 

ranges from 6 to 30 for each scenario. 

Learnability measures the time needed to learn a UI [9]. We are interested in understanding 

the ease of learning our business process driven UIs in comparison to the existing UIs. To 

measure the learnability of a UI, we compare the time needed for an expert to perform the same 

scenario relative to the time needed for a novice user to perform a scenario. For example, if an 

expert takes, on average, 50 sec to perform a scenario, while a novice user takes 100 sec to 

perform the same scenario, then the learnability of the UI is 0.5. UIs with high learnability are 

desirable for novice users such as CSRs. 

9.3.5.2 Questionnaire 

For the second usability study, we generate UI prototypes from business processes of the subject 

application. The generated UIs can accept inputs from users but do not produce responses to 

users‟ inputs. Hence, it is challenging to measure the usability of generated UIs using the metrics 

discussed in Section 9.3.5.1. Questionnaire is a commonly used approach for evaluating usability. 

The IsoMetrics questionnaire [80] presents questions that map the 7 characteristics (shown in 

Table 9-16) of ISO 9421 part 10 to properties of an application. There are two versions of the 

IsoMetrics questionnaire: IsoMetrics
s
 and IsoMetrics

l
. The IsoMetrics

s 
supports summative 

evaluations that use numeric scores to quantitatively assess the usability of an application. The 

IsoMetrics
l
 provides support for formative evaluations that collect weaknesses of UIs to 

qualitatively assess the usability of an application. To enable objective comparison of evaluation 

results, we choose the IsoMetrics
s 
questionnaire as shown in Appendix to quantitatively evaluate 

the usability of generated UIs. During the usability study, users give a score to each question in 
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the scale from 1 to 5. 1 means predominately disagree and 5 denotes predominately agree. A no-

opinion option is provided to avoid random marking. 

Table 9-16: Usability characteristics from ISO9421 part 10 

Characteristics Evaluation guidelines 

Suitability for the 

task 

The UI of a task is suitable for the task if it supports users to perform the task 

effectively and efficiently. 

Self-

descriptiveness 

A UI is self-descriptive if it is understandable in an intuitive way and 

provides sufficient context support. 

Controllability UIs are controllable if users can easily start UIs and can determine the 

direction and speed of their operations. 

Conformity with 

user expectations 

UIs are in conformance with user expectations when they have consistent 

look and feel and comply with the backgrounds of users. 

Error tolerance UIs are error tolerant when users can accomplish tasks with little or no 

additional effort in resolving errors. 

Suitability for 

individualization 

UIs are suitable for individualization when users can customize UIs with 

respect to tasks, capabilities of users, and preferences of users. 

Suitability for 

learning 

UIs are suitable for learning when users can easily understand and use UIs. 

9.3.6 Analysis of Experiment Results 

9.3.6.1 Comparison with Existing UIs 

Table 9-17, Table 9-18, and Table 9-19 are the descriptive statistics for the three scenarios of the 

three groups of users (that is, Expert, Novice-Tutorial, and Novice-NoTutorial). For each user 
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group, the table shows the means of the various usability metrics for that particular user group. 

Simply comparing the means of the various metrics is not sufficient since the differences may be 

due to the natural variability of the data and may not be statistically significant. Instead, we 

statistically test the results of our study. In particular, we formulate the following hypotheses for 

our study: 

1. Usability and type of UI. The usability of the generated UIs is higher in comparison to 

the usability of the existing UIs for novice users. However, the usability of the generated 

UIs is lower for expert users. 

2. Usability and tutorial. A tutorial does not increase the usability of the generated UIs for 

novice users. However, a tutorial increases the usability of the existing UIs for novice 

users. 

Table 9-17: Results of usability evaluation for scenario 1 

Usability 

attribute 

Metrics Expert users Novice-

tutorial 

Novice-

NoTutorial 

UIe UIg UIe UIg UIe UIg 

Error rate Error rate 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Memoriability Help% 0 0 0 0 0.4 0 

MRS 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.8 

Efficiency Elapsed time (sec) 70 76 153 122 247 127 

Success rate 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Performance 1.05 1.20 1.05 1.20 0.92 1.20 

User 

satisfaction 

Subjective 

satisfaction 

23 28 21 27 16 26 

Learnability Learnability 1 1 0.46 0.62 0.28 0.60 

UIe represents existing UIs. UIg represents generated UIs. 
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Table 9-18: Results of usability evaluation for scenario 2 

Usability 

attribute 

Metrics Expert users Novice-

tutorial 

Novice-

NoTutorial 

UIe UIg UIe UIg UIe UIg 

Error rate Error rate 0 0 0.07 0 0.13 0 

Memoriability Help% 0 0 0.13 0.07 0.27 0 

MRS 0.20 0.87 0.20 0.87 0.20 0.87 

Efficiency Elapsed time (sec) 224 245 480 360 825 380 

Success rate 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Performance 1.05 1.22 1.01 1.19 0.96 1.22 

User 

satisfaction 

Subjective 

satisfaction 

24 29 21 27 17 27 

Learnability Learnability 1 1 0.47 0.68 0.27 0.64 

UIe represents existing UIs. UIg represents generated UIs. 

Table 9-19: Results of usability evaluation for scenario 3 

Usability 

attribute 

Metrics Expert users Novice-

tutorial 

Novice-

NoTutorial 

UIe UIg UIe UIg UIe UIg 

Error rate Error rate 0 0 0.05 0 0.10 0 

Memoriability Help% 0 0 0.13 0.07 0.50 0 

MRS 0.20 0.85 0.20 0.85 0.20 0.85 

Efficiency Elapsed time (sec) 266 291 721 500 1200 520 

Success rate 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Performance 1.05 1.21 1.05 1.21 0.89 1.21 

User 

satisfaction 

Subjective 

satisfaction 

22 20 20 28 16 28 

Learnability Learnability 1 1 0.37 0.58 0.22 0.56 

UIe represents existing UIs. UIg represents generated UIs. 
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We test our hypotheses by using statistical tests which assume a significance level of 5 percent 

(that is, α=0.05). We perform all of our statistical analyses on the data for novice users. Due to 

the small number of expert users (only two users), we cannot statistically test our results for 

expert users. However, for reference, we report the metrics for the two expert users in Table 9-17, 

Table 9-18 and Table 9-19. The metrics for both expert users are consistent, with little variability 

between both users. For each hypothesis for the novice users, we compare the means of the 

usability metrics discussed in Section 9.3.5.1. 

For our statistical analysis, we conduct parametric and nonparametric tests. We use a t-test 

[30] for the parametric test and a paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test [30] for the nonparametric 

test. We study the results of both types of tests to determine whether there are any differences 

between the results reported by both types of tests. In particular, for non-significant differences 

reported by the parametric tests, we check if the differences are significant according to the 

nonparametric Wilcoxon test. The Wilcoxon test helps ensure that non-significant results are not 

simply due to the departure of the data from the assumptions of the t-test. For the results 

presented in the following, the results of both types of tests are consistent and we only show the P 

values for the t-tests. 

 Usability and Type of UI 

For the first hypothesis, we compare the mean of the usability metrics for novice users using the 

existing UIs µ(MetricExisting) and the mean of the usability metrics for novice users using the 

generated UIs µ(MetricGenerated). We believe that the generated UIs would increase the usability of 

the call center application, in particular for novice users. For example, we expect that the 

learnability metric would increase. Therefore, we expect that the difference in means for the 

learnability metric would improve. We can then formulate the following test hypothesis: 
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H0: µ(LearnabilityExisting-LearnabilityGenerated)=0, 

HA: µ(LearnabilityExisting-LearnabilityGenerated)=0. 

µ(LearnabilityExisting-LearnabilityGenerated) is the population mean of the difference between the 

learnability metric for each UI. If the null hypothesis H0 holds (that is, the derived P 

value>α=0.05), then the difference in mean is not significant and is likely due to the variability of 

the data. If H0 is rejected with a high probability (that is, the derived P value≤0.05), then we are 

confident about the performance improvements of the generated UIs. 

Table 9-20: Statistical analysis for usability versus type of UIs 

Usability attribute Metric µ(|MetricExisting-MetricGenerated|) P(H0 holds) 

Error rate Error rate 0.0583(+100%) 0.018 

Memorability Help% 0.205(+95%) 0.001 

MRS 0.6388(+319%) 0.013 

Efficiency Elapsed time 18.819(+43%) 0.04 

Performance 0.227(+23%) 0.017 

User satisfaction Subjective satisfaction 8.7(+47%) <0.001 

Learnability Learnability 0.27(+78%) 0.047 

We perform similar hypotheses testing on all of the usability metrics. Table 9-20 shows the 

results of the t-test for the hypotheses of the usability metrics. The table shows the difference in 

means and the percentage of improvement. To present all of the metrics in a consistent matter, we 

show the absolute value of the difference since, for some metrics (for example, Help%), a 

decrease in metric value represents an improvement, whereas, for other metrics (for example, 

Performance), an increase in value represents an improvement. All statistically significant cells 
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are colored gray. The results shown in Table 9-20 indicate that the differences in the metrics 

between both UIs are significantly different from zero. An analysis of the metrics reveals that all 

metrics have improved in the generated UIs. We can conclude that the usability of the generated 

UIs is statistically better than the usability of the existing UIs. 

Examining Table 9-17, Table 9-18 and Table 9-19, we notice that the expert users take more 

time to complete all three scenarios for the generated UIs. The existing UIs are designed around a 

data flow. That is, a UI component such as a window or a dialog is designed for each data object 

such as a customer, an order, or a quote. Users can enter all of the information related to that data 

object in a UI component. Inside each UI component, users can use buttons or tabs to switch 

between different pages in the UI component. An expert user who is familiar with the UI can 

perform business processes with high efficiency. When two business processes have common 

tasks, an expert user can fulfill a common task once in the corresponding UI component. The 

result of the task can be shared with other business processes. However, in the generated UIs, 

data from common tasks in different business processes cannot be shared. Therefore, common 

tasks have to be performed repeatedly in each business process. For example, if two separate 

business processes both contain the task, Enter User Shipping Information, then, in the generated 

UIs, the expert user must perform this task twice instead of performing both processes in parallel 

and sharing the task data. Due to the inability of the expert user to share task data between 

processes, the elapsed time for expert users using the generated UIs is longer than the time for the 

existing UIs. In short, our experimental results show that the generated UIs may slow down 

expert users since users have to follow a strict order to conduct their tasks. The strict order is not 

desirable for expert users who may have acquired different workarounds and speedups. 

Unfortunately, we cannot statistically test this finding due to the limited number of expert users. 
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Nevertheless, we confirm our findings with the expert users who pointed to their frustration in 

having to re-enter data and in having to follow the strict order. The expert users expressed their 

frustration as well in the subjective survey by giving the generated UIs a lower satisfaction rate in 

scenario 3 (20 for generated UIs versus 22 for existing UIs). Both expert users indicated that they 

do not prefer using the generated UIs in the future. 

For the generated UIs, we have received positive feedbacks from the novice users. The novice 

users appreciate the strict order in the generated UIs. Users note that they like that the navigation 

sequence shows only mandatory tasks and that it dynamically adapts to a user‟s selection. The 

navigation sequence reduces the complexity of presenting the progress of a process instance and 

gives users an overview of the remaining steps. The navigation sequence also records the 

progress and the status of the process instances and is valuable in helping users resume their 

work, even if they took a break during the evaluation. The context awareness is considered to be 

desirable, especially for supporting UI components that are mixed with other UI components or 

which require users to manually initiate them. Novice users do not need to search for UI 

components themselves. Instead, they simply click on the “next” button and the UI dynamically 

opens and closes the appropriate UI components. Moreover, the “next” button replaces multiple 

mouse clicks with one simple click when searching for the subsequent UI components. The 

“next” button reduced the time required by users to locate UI components and improved their 

work efficiency. 

As pointed out in [90], usability attributes such as ease of learning, maximum efficiency of 

use, low error rate, and subjective satisfaction conflict with one another. It is challenging to 

balance the expectations of novice users and expert users in one UI design. A compromise is 

usually reached in the design of a UI to meet the expectation of the majority of the users of an 
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application (that is, novice or expert). An application that has a user base with high turnover is 

best served with a UI designed for novice users. Conversely, an application that is used frequently 

by a stable user base would require a UI designed for expert users to improve the efficiency. 

We believe that supporting novice users has precedence since a large number of users of e-

commerce applications tend to be novice users [65]. As business processes evolve over time, the 

underlying implementation such as the UIs of an e-commerce application must change. Many 

expert users are likely not to have expert knowledge of all business processes offered by large 

complex applications. Moreover, an expert may not be an expert after the UIs are updated to 

accommodate evolving business processes. In our approach, the content of the UI is automatically 

regenerated from the updated process definitions. Using our approach, the changes to a business 

process are immediately reflected in the UIs. The strict order of the generated UIs ensures that 

expert users and novice users do not miss new changes in old processes. Moreover, the generated 

UIs can make optimal use of screen space by automatically opening and closing the supporting 

UI components when no data is available. In short, our business process driven UI is beneficial 

since it reduces the probability of errors to novice and expert users (especially if they are 

overworked). 

 Usability and Tutorial 

To familiarize users with the UI, half of the novice users were given a tutorial about both UIs. We 

would like to examine the benefits of conducting such a tutorial to the existing UIs and to the 

generated UIs. Due to the high cost associated with training users, we hope that our generated UIs 

can reduce the need for tutorials. 

We study the benefits of the tutorial on the usability attributes by comparing the usability 

metrics for novice users with tutorial and the metrics for novice users without tutorial. We first 
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compare the metrics for the novice users using the existing UIs to determine if the tutorial was 

helpful for the existing UIs. We then compare the metrics for the generated UIs to determine 

whether the tutorial is helpful for the generated UIs. For example, for the learnability metric, we 

formulate the following test hypotheses to study the benefits of the tutorial on the existing UIs for 

novice users: 

H0: µ(LearnabilityExistingUI_Tutorial-LearnabilityExistingUI_NoTutorial)=0, 

HA: µ(LearnabilityExistingUI_Tutorial-LearnabilityExistingUI_NoTutorial)≠0. 

Table 9-21: Statistical analysis of the effect of tutorial 

Usability attribute Metric µ(MetricTutorial-MetricNoTutorial) 

Existing UIs Generated UIs 

Error rate Error rate -0.038 0 

Memorability Help% -0.34 0.02 

MRS 0 0 

Efficiency Elapsed time -21.91 -1.11 

Performance 0.113 -0.0007 

User satisfaction Subjective satisfaction 4.33 0.33 

Learnability Learnability 0.123 0.0201 

µ(LearnabilityExistingUI_Tutorial-LearnabilityExistingUI_NoTutorial) is the population mean of the 

difference between the learnability metric for novice users with and without tutorial for the 

existing UIs. If the null hypothesis H0 holds (that is, the derived P value>α=0.05), then the 

difference in mean is not significant and is likely due to the variability of the data. If H0 is 

rejected with a high probability (that is, the derived P value≤0.05), then we are confident that the 
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tutorial is of little value. This analysis is done for the existing UIs and the generated UIs. Table 

9-21 is the summary of both analyses. Cells in gray are statistically significant, whereas the other 

cells are not. The table indicates that the tutorial is valuable for the existing UIs since the tutorial 

improves the usability for novice users for all usability metrics except for Error Rate and MRS 

metrics. However, the tutorial does not have any statistically significant effect on the usability of 

the generated UIs for novice users and is likely not needed. 

9.3.6.2 Questionnaire Based Evaluation 

Results of the questionnaire based evaluation are listed in Table 9-22. Each row of the table 

shows scores from one user. Column 2, column 3, column 4, and column 5 depict scores of the 

four characteristics: Suitability for the task, Self-descriptiveness, Conformity with user 

expectations, and Suitability for learning, respectively. Column 6 shows the average scores in the 

IsoMetrics
s 
questionnaire. All users mark the generated UIs above average as illustrated in Table 

9-22. Hence, we believe that the usability of the generated UIs is acceptable. 

Table 9-22: The usability evaluation result 

User Suitability for 

the task 

Self-

descriptiveness 

Conformity 

with user 

expectations 

Suitability for 

learning 

Average 

User 1 4.933 4.833 4.649 4.875 3 

User 2 4.467 4.500 4.353 4.750 3 

User 3 4.867 4.750 4.630 4.750 3 

User 4 4.533 4.500 4.405 4.375 3 

User 5 4.800 4.833 4.575 4.875 3 

User 6 4.733 4.833 4.583 4.875 3 
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9.3.7 Threats to Validity 

We now discuss the different types of threats that may affect the validity of the results of our 

experiment. 

External validity tackles the issues related to the generalization of the result. Our study asks 

users to conduct three scenarios on a single e-commerce application. The scenarios are selected in 

consultation with the developers of the application. The developers feel that these scenarios are 

the most frequently used scenarios. The e-commerce application is a large and complex 

application that is currently deployed in an industrial setting. Nevertheless, we should, in the 

future, study the benefits of our approach by using other applications and other scenarios to 

determine if our results hold for other applications and domains.  

In our experiment, a limited number of expert users participated in our usability study since it 

is difficult to find users who have used the systems for more than 1 year other than the original 

developers. In practice, the users of the studied application are novice users with limited 

computer experience. The novice user groups in our usability study were graduate student 

volunteers. These volunteers likely have more experience in using computers than a regular CSR. 

Nevertheless, we believe that the additional experience would make them more comfortable in 

using and navigating through both versions of the UI. Hence, the usability improvement 

demonstrated in our experiment is more likely to be a lower bound rather than an upper bound. 

Internal validity is a concern with the issues related to the design of our experiment. In 

particular, we need to account for the order in which users use the UI and the order in which they 

perform the scenarios. In our experiment, all three user groups complete the scenarios in the same 

order and always start with the generated UIs. To avoid any bias, the novice users are not 

informed whether the UIs that they are using are the existing or the generated UIs. We feel that 
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this setup should not reflect positively on our generated UIs. This setup will also not reflect 

negatively on the existing UIs. The guidance provided by the generated UIs will likely help users 

in performing the scenarios using the existing UIs. The users‟ experience in using the generated 

UIs should make the users more familiar with the components of the existing UIs. 

Users performed the scenarios in the order of their complexity. We feel that the order of 

scenarios from the easiest (that is, scenario 1 was done first) to the most complex is more realistic 

since users in an industrial setting are likely to be mentored through easy scenarios before being 

given more complex scenarios. Scenarios 1 and 2 have no common UI components. However, 

scenario 3 contains the UI components from scenarios 1 and 2. The two earlier scenarios help 

users in performing scenario 3. 

 

Figure 9-9: Mean values of the performance metric across the three scenarios 

To quantify the learning effect, we compared the means of the various usability metrics across 

the three scenarios for all novice users for both existing and generated UIs. Figure 9-9 shows the 

means for the performance metrics for all novice users on both UIs. Figure 9-9 shows that there is 
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a slight improvement in performance going from scenarios 1 to 2, but the performance drops for 

scenario 3 in the existing UIs. However, the improvements are trivial. To determine if there is a 

learning effect, we perform a two-way ANOVA [30],α=0.05, which uses a scenario (1, 2, or 3) 

and a UI type (generated UIs or existing UIs) as independent variables and the usability metrics 

as dependent variables. The ANOVA results show that the differences in means of all of the 

usability metrics are statistically significant for the UI type, but the differences are not significant 

for the scenarios. The differences are not significant for the interaction between scenarios and UI 

types. These results indicate that the learning effect is not statistically significant. We performed 

one-way Kruskal-Wallis [30] nonparametric tests by using scenarios as independent variables and 

the usability metrics as dependent variables. The results of the Kruskal-Wallis tests confirmed 

that the differences of means for the usability metrics across scenarios are not significant. 

Although our statistical tests show that there is no visible learning effect between scenarios, we 

expect, in practice, that there would be a learning effect. We do not think that the learning effect 

will affect our results since novice users are commonly trained on simple scenarios before being 

moved to more complex ones. 

Users performed the three scenarios by using the generated UIs before performing the 

scenarios again by using the existing UIs. To prevent users‟ fatigue affecting the results of our 

study, users were given a 10 min break between the experiments on the different UIs. 

Construct validity is a concern as to the meaningfulness of the measurement. In our study, 

we measured the usability of a UI by using a variety of metrics from the literature. However, 

usability is a subjective issue in many cases and we account for this through the use of a 

subjective survey rather than the use of usability metrics. 
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9.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we present our case studies to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach for 

generating functional software architecture, optimizing generated software architecture, and 

optimizing usability of UIs. The results of these case studies demonstrate that: 

1) our approach can stably generate meaningful functional software architecture with 

satisfactory modularity; 

2) our approach is effective in optimizing the modifiability of software architecture; 

3) our approach can generate UI skeletons with desired usability features. 
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Chapter 10 

Conclusion 

In this thesis, we present an approach that provides automated support in aligning business 

applications with business requirements specified in business processes. The effectiveness of our 

approach is demonstrated through case studies. In this chapter, we summarize the contributions of 

this thesis and propose our future work. 

10.1 Thesis Contributions 

Our work has the following contributions: 

1) automatically generate software architecture from business processes. We apply 

clustering algorithms to automatically derive architectural components from business 

processes and use the MQ metric to choose architectural components with satisfactory 

modularity. Eventually, our approach can automatically generate meaningful software 

architecture with desired modularity. Our proposed approach improves the efficiency of 

software architecture design and can assure the consistency between business 

requirements and software architecture. 

2) extend existing product metrics to evaluate quality attributes of software architecture. 

We use tasks and data items in business processes to describe internal structures of 

architectural components. In addition, we extend the existing product metrics to measure 

the quality of software architecture based on properties of tasks and data. Our approach 

provides a fast prototyping technique for software architecture design and helps software 

architects to automatically verify the achievement of quality requirements and evaluate 

quality impact of transformation rules. 
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3) automatically generate UIs with desired usability features from business processes. 

Business processes are used as business requirement models that capture business 

knowledge. The task models are directly derived from business processes. The UIs are 

generated using two other intermediate models: the dialog models and the presentation 

models with increasing levels of details. In addition, our proposed approach enables 

usability evaluation in the early stage of UI design instead of deferring the usability 

evaluation when the UI is fully developed. We use UI design guidelines and patterns to 

guide the transformations between models. As a result, the generated UIs have strong 

usability support such as consistent look and feel and transition guidance. Moreover, any 

changes to business processes can be automatically propagated to the UIs by regenerating 

the code skeletons using our prototype tool. It is easy for developers to integrate their 

feedback to the generation process and to fine-tune their design. 

10.2 Future Work 

In the future, we plan to enhance our proposed approach from the following aspects: 

1) extend our approach to generate designs and code skeletons from business process in 

other domains. In our work, we apply our proposed approach to generate business 

applications from business processes in the business domain. To generalize our proposed 

approach to other domains, we plan to investigate the feasibility of our approach in 

generating applications from business process in other domains. 

2) investigate the effectiveness of our proposed approach in improving other quality 

attributes. Our proposed approach is designed to generate business applications with 

desired quality attributes. We apply the three-tier software architectural style to improve 

the modifiability of software architecture and use UI design patterns to optimize the 
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usability of UIs. Business applications often need to satisfy a variety of quality 

requirements from different stakeholders. In the future, we plan to investigate the 

effectiveness of our proposed approach in improving other quality attributes, such as 

reusability, portability and security. In addition, we plan to investigate the effectiveness 

of different software architectural styles and design patterns in improving these quality 

attributes. 

3) invite end-users and software architects to evaluate the quality of generated UIs and 

software architecture designs. In our work, we recruit graduate students to evaluate the 

usability of generated UIs and apply a scenario based approach to evaluate the quality of 

generated software architecture designs. In the future, we plan to invite end-users and 

software architects to evaluate the quality of the generated UIs and software architecture 

designs. The feedbacks from end-users and software architects can help refine the quality 

goal graphs and the selection of transformation rules. We will also improve the 

customizability of our prototype tool, so that developers can integrate their own design 

patterns, quality requirements, metrics, and UI widgets into the generation process. 
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